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FAMILY RESTAURANT
& PIZZERIA

Big Jims is looking
for DRIVERS,
SERVERS, and

COUNTER
PEOPLE

Apply Within
(Equal Opportunity)

DELIVERY
1 LARGE CHEESE PIE

$6.99 + TAX
NO COUPON NECESSARY

ALL SCHOOL YEAR LONG

Exp 06/01/2001 Exp 06/01/2001

1 2 LARGE CHEESE PIES | I 2 LARGE CHEESE PIES |
1 With up to 2 toppings

I $9.99 + TAX
With Student ID

1 $13.99 + TAX
With Student ID

I

IPick Up ONLY REG: $17.50 'Pick Up ONLY

PICK UP
1 LARGE CHEESE PIE

$5.99 +TAX
NO COUPON NECESSARY

ALL SCHOOL YEAR LONG

r dp* Exp 06/01/2001

i 20% OFF ,
I YOUR ENTIRE CHECK ,
• With Student ID

REG: $17.50

Exp 06/01/2001

d

10% OFF
BIG JIMS CATERING

With Student ID

IDine In ONLY I IDine In ONLY

1 West Haledon Ave. • Haledon, NJ • TEL: (973) 942-9500 • FAX: (973) 942-0820

The Beacon Weather Report
Wayne's 7-Day Local Forecast

4/30/01

MONDAY
Sunny

High: 75 Low: 45

TUESDAY
Partly Cloudy

High: 83 Low: 56

WEDNESDAY
Partly Cloudy

High: 82 Low: 61

THURSDAY
Partly Cloudy

High: 83 Low: 61

FRIDAY
Partly Cloudy

High: 78 Low: 57

SATURDAY
Showers Possible
High: 74 Low: 56

• § •

SUNDAY
Showers Possible
High: 76 Low: 58

Tanning index Today! Monday's Regional Forecast Local Almanac Last Week
This is the estimated tanning index for
today at solar noon. The sun signifies

what the tanning index will be.

U | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 l 7 | 8 | 9 l l 0 |

UV Index Scale
1-2: Minimal Exposure

3-4: Low Exposure
5-6: Moderate Exposure

7-9: High Exposure
10+: Very High Exposure

Weather History
May 2. 1929 - Virginia's worst
tornado disaster occurred on this
date. Six tornadoes, two of which
were west of the Blue Mountains,
killed a total of 22 people. Twelve
children and a teacher were killed
at Rye Cove, Va. Four schools
were destroyed by the twisters.

Wayne
75/45

Fatterson
76/45

NewYork Hempstead
75/47 • ^

Day High
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri

67
86
77
88
55
62
74

Low Normals Precip*
51 64/44 0.04"
52 64/45 0.00"
57 64/45 0.00"
52 65/45 Trace
46 65/46 0.00"
42 66/46 0.00"
43 66/47 0.00"

Rainfall for the week 0.04"
Normal rainfall for the week 0.91"
Departure from normal for the week . -0.87"
Rainfall for the year 12.54"
Normal rainfall for the year . . . . . . . 13.88"
Departure from normal for the year . . -1.34"

* Precipitation includes snow converted to rainfall

All forecasts, data and graphics
provided by Accessweather.com, Inc.

© 2007. All rights reserved.
www. accessweather. com

ather.cam
Earth'* luentHna Weather Provider

National Weather Summary
>A cold front will clip the Great Lakes
states to begin the week, but this front
will have little precipitation associated
with it. An area of low pressure will

form along a cold front midweek in the central and
northern Plains. This front will bring scattered pre-
cipitation along with breezy conditions. High pres-
sure will dominate the weather across the eastern
United States as we end the week.

Sun/Moon Chart This Week

1st Qtr
4/30

Pay Sunrise Sunset
Monday 5:56 a.m. 7:52 p.m.
Tuesday 5:55 a.m. 7:53 p.m.
Wednesday 5:54 a.m. 7:54 p.m.
Thursday 5:53 a.m. 7:55 p.m.
Friday 5:51a.m. 7:56 p.m.
Saturday 5:50 a.m. 7:57 p.m.
Sunday 5:49 a.m. 7:58 p.m.

Moonrise Moonset
12:00 p.m. 2:09 a.m.

2:54 a.m.
3:32 a.m.
4:05 a.m.
4:36 a.m.
5:05 a.m.

1:11 p.m.
2:23 p.m.
3:35 p.m.
4:46 p.m.
5:56 p.m.
7:05 p.m.

Lst Qtr
5/15

5:35 a.m. New
5/22
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T'fie ilCtimate Tans'

State of the Art
Tanning Facility

that sets the
Standard for

others to follow!
T'fie 'PCace to Tan Q-fotiday

VotaCin top 250
Salons 111 tliCUS!
- Looking Fit Magazine

Get on the Sunboard for the
Tanning Ride of your Life

CHECK STORE FOR HOLIDAY SPECIALS

Need a Gift Idea?
• Gift Certificates
• Gift Baskets
• Special Packages

BE A DIFFERENT KIND OF TEACHER.

BE A NYC PUBLIC S C H O O L TEACHER.

SATURDAY, APRIL 2 8 , 2 0 0 1-FOR VACANCIES; IN MANHATTAN AND

THE BRONX: STUYVESANT HIGH SCHOOL, 345 CHAMBERS STREET, NY, NY 10282

SUNDAY, MAY 6, 2001-FORVACANCIES IN BROOKLYN, QUEENS AND STATEN

ISLAND: BROOKLYN MARRIOTT HOTEL, 333 ADAMS STREET, BROOKLYN, NY 11201

9:00 AM-4:00 PM

Chancellor Harold 0 . Levy invites teachers certified as of 9/1/01 or earlier,

as Well as non-certified teachers with majors in math, science and Spanish,

to teach in New York City's public schools.

TEACHERS IN DESIGNATED HIGH-NEED (SURR) SCHOOLS WILL QUALIFY FOR UP TO

$13,600 IN NON-TAXABLE GRANT AWARDS (OVER FOUR YEARS).

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. YOU COULD BE OFFERED A POSITION ON THE SPOT. PLEASE

BRING A PERSONAL RESUME, A TRANSCRIPT AND/OR EVIDENCE OF STATE CERTIFICATION.

RSVP AT J O B S 2 0 0 1 @ N Y C B O E . N E T

For more information, visit www.teachny.com, or call 1-800-TEACH-NY.

Worldwide Headquarters
300 Pompfon Road

SC 310
Wayne, NJ 07470
USA, Planet Earth

Main Telephone: 973-720-2248
Fax: 973-720-2093

Email: beacon@e247.com

ALL CALLS TO OR FROM THE BEAOON ARE SUBJECT
TO ELECTRONIC RECORDING IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE
NOTIFICATION LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY

AND FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION.. "n i l
Printed on recycled—and
recyclable—newspaper.



Campus News

New Textbook Auction Site for WPU

BY RYAN CAIAZZO

THE BEACON

Students at William Paterson University
now have an alternative to buying and sell-
ing textbooks. Two University students have
created a new online textbook auction web-
site similar to ebay (www.ebay.com) that
will link buyers to sellers and save students
money.

"Pioneer Auctions" is a free web-based
service for students. The site,
www.joanas.com/books, allows buyers to
search for textbooks or sell textbooks to
other students. Registered users can list as
many textbooks for sale as they wish and can
include a description of the book's condition,
the name of the professor using the book and
other relevant information.

Book sellers can list a reserve price for
each book, that is, the lowest amount that
they are willing to accept for the book.
Sellers can also choose the number of days
they want the auction to run.

Buyers can peruse all of the books avail-
able for auction by course, title or under the
department the course falls under. They can
then place a bid amount for a specific book
they wish to buy. When an auction ends and
the bidder has bid an amount equal to or
above the reserve price, the auction is com-
pete. The buyer then makes arrangements
with the seller to meet and exchange money
for books.

"We got tired of the bookstore ripping us
off, giving us $2 back for a $60 book and thê ci
reselling the book next semester for $55,"
said Dan Kriefus, co-founder of Pioneer
Auctions. "Those con artists [at the book-
store] have been raping students' wallets for
too long," Kreifus added.

Kreifus, a 19-year-old
Communication major at
William Paterson, teamed
up with John Bussiculo, a 20-
year-old undeclared major at
William Paterson, to create
the auction site.

"Students selling their
books have the potential to
get back more money than
what the bookstore gives
out," said Bussiculo, "and
they'll save more money
when they need to buy
books for classes."

The web site was
launched last week follow-
ing weeks of planning, pro-
gramming and trou-
bleshooting.

According to the duo, the
site had 12 registered users
as of press time for this
issue, but the two aspiring
entrepreneurs believe that
the easy-to-use site will
become popular and save
students money.

"The site is idiot-proof,"
said Kreifus, "but we also
have a new users area for
those who are not accus-
tomed to the online auction-
ing experience."

Kriefus and Bussiculo will be adding a
search feature that will enable students to
type in a professor's name or course number
to see what book titles are required. This step
would alleviate students' having to go to the
bookstore and wait on long lines in order to
find out this information.

William Paterson University students John Bussiculo and Dan Kreifus demonstrate recently launched
a textbook auction site called Pioneer Auctions. The site (www.joanas.com/books) allows buyers and
sellers to save money on books or get more back than the University bookstore would.

photo by Ryan Caiazzo

New users are issued passwords that
enable them access the site. Registered users
can then change the password to one of their
choosing.

Bussiculo and Kreifus pledge that they are
available to help students if they are having
any difficulty with the site. Both are avail-

able via email, AOL Instant Messenger and
by telephone, if necessary.

Professors can help students to save
money by emailing their course book
requirements to joanas@joanas.com.

For additional information, visit the web-
site at joanas.com/books.

Education Club Hosts
Earth Day Celebration

On Thursday, April 19th, The
Early Childhood/Elementary/
Secondary Education Club (also
known simply as, "The Education
Club") held a planting
and recycling activity
with children during
common hour at the
Childcare Center on
campus. The purpose
of the activity was to provide
awareness to the children about
Earth Day (observed Sunday, April
22,2001).

Eleven members, including the
Executive Officers, Co-President
Dana Hurley, Vice-President
Colleen Carroll, Treasurer,
Stephanie Flatley and Secretary

Jennifer Sarria
The Beacon

Jennifer Berkowicz, assisted in cut-
ting out recycled soda bottles to use
as planting pots. Soil and flowers
were provided by the club to help

the children plant flowers
as a lesson on the impor-
tance of the earth and its
plants. Among the other
members were Lauren
Beloff, Liz Carroll, Amber

De Santis, Patty Frassa, lizbeth
Melendres, and Christine Moran.
Along with a flower pot, each child
took home a certificate of participa-
tion, a coloring book, an envelope
of flower seeds and a plastic ruler
made from recycled soda bottles so
that he will be able to measure how
high his flowers grow.

Students of the Education Club at William Paterson University recently sponsored a recycling event
with the University's childcare center in commemoration of Earth Day, April 22nd.

photo by Jennifer Sarria

What the administration
DOESN'T WANT you to read... Next Week:

The Bacon
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A c c e s s D e n i e d Dept. of Residence Life Restricts Visitors
BY AARON WERSHULTZ

THE BEACON

"But I live on campus!" a student explains to
the security guard as he sees the "Denied"
message on the electronic card scanner as he
attempts to access Pioneer Hall at William
Paterson University.

"It doesn't make sense,"'the student thinks
aloud. Soon he starts getting impatient,
thinking about all the fun he is not having at
his friend's party because he can't get inside.

He calms down and gives the security guard
his name, room number and social security
number, hoping that doing so will quickly
end the seemingly silly situation. After hear-
ing this, the security guard patiently asks
him which of the apartment-style dormito-
ries he resides in. He explains that he is from
neither Heritage nor Pioneer Hall.

After rolling her eyes, the security guard
tells him of the new policy found in his
Residence Life Handbook on page sixteen;

Rule Two under the Apartments
Complex/White Hall section.

The new rule as of this year states, "residents
who do not reside in the Apartments must
sign in and present a photo ID during the
hours of 8:00 p.m. until 2:00 a.m." This poli-
cy is not required in other residence halls on
campus, and reduces the number of students
who are allowed to access the building,
thereby decreasing the number of parties
that can be held. The Residence Life
Handbook states that "residents may have
no more than three guests/visitors regis-
tered in the building at one time."

A common misconception as to why this
new regulation was primarily set forth had
to do with an alleged case of unwanted sex-
ual contact that happened a little over a year
ago. Not much information was given out by
the University about the alleged sex crime;
however, there was a memorandum circulat-
ed on campus grounds making the students
vaguely aware of the incident. Since little
was known about what happened, some

people started to make assumptions; howev-
er, it was learned that although the alleged
case of rape might have helped push this
rule into effect, it was not listed in the pri-
mary reasons for the change in policy.

"This rule was made in response to the influx
of underage drinking and vandalism that
occurred last year," says Joe Caffarelli,
Director of Residence Life. "We implemented
this rule to help better monitor the traffic
going into the apartments. Also, we wanted
to protect the University and the students
from liability."

Caffarelli explained that when a person
under the drinking age of 21 is caught con-
suming alcohol, not only is the underage
drinker charged, but the hosting persons are
charged as well. "This rule will better help
the Apartment resident know who they are
responsible for." So there we have it. Now
we can start wondering how truly effective
this new regulation is—or isn't. Says a South
Tower resident, "It has not affected whether I
can go into the apartments or not, but I have

noticed less parties than last year." A Pioneer
Hall resident says that he notices very little ,
change except for that he noticed a certain
"sense of apathy" among the Residence Life
staff at Pioneer Hall.

While some of the student body feels that
there may not be an overall improvement in
morale, Caffarelli thinks otherwise.

"There has been a significant decrease in
vandalism and in incoming student traffic,"
he adds. "The students have gained a lot
more responsibility since last year. It is not at
the level that I personally like, but it's a step
in the right direction." Helpful or not, some
students still do not like the-change in policy.

"I think that it's messed up that I can't hang
out with my friends until whenever I want"
says a Century Hall resident. "I'm 21,1 don't
drink, but yet I'm being treated like a poten-
tial liability for underage drinking".

WPU Softball:

Playoff Bound Despite
Double Header Loss
BY PRANK LAMANNA
THE BEACON

Yes, it's true, the William Paterson soft-
ball team has lost not one but two games
this past Saturday in a double header
against Rowan University. The first
game was a 2 to 0 defeat while the sec-
ond Was even worse being 9 to 1. Was it
over confidence on the part of the
Pioneers or was Rowan just that damn
good?

With the addition of these two loses
the Pioneers have been brought to a still
amazing 31-5 overall record and a con-
ference record of 15-3.

These girls have been simply amazing
this spring led by sophomore Morgan
Dunlap, juniors Lauren Hertzberg and
Courtney Heller, and senior Diane
Naugle.

Hertzberg has been an absolute terror
behind the plate batting a team high
average of .486 while her counter-part

Naugle is second batting .482. The
Oakland A's had the bash brothers
McGwire and Canseco, but William
Paterson answered back with the bash
sisters Hertzberg and Naugle. With all
these sluggers and stars your probably
wondering how they lost both games to
Rowan.

"Rowan didn't beat us we beat our-
selves," said star center fielder Courtney
Heller. "We played our. two worst
games of the season and on top of that
we took Rowan lightly." Winning one
out of the two games Saturday would
have enabled the Pioneers to host the
conference round of the playoffs right at
home, but instead they now have t6 trav-
el to Rowan's backyard where the play-
offs will begin on Thursday. With play-
off time right around the corner, focus
will be the key for this young team which
will only graduate two seniors at the end
of the season.

'GARBAGE pickup
Tuesdays &.

.,*=&^~ Thursdays.

If you're buying overpackaged or throwaway products, you're essentially buying trash.
That means some of whai's on your shopping list wastes energy, wastes natural
resources and even inaeases pollution. So the next time you're in the store, look for less
packaging, and choose stuff that's refillable and reusable. What's in your cart couW
make a world of difference. For a free shopping guide, please can 1-80C-2.RECYCLE.
B U Y S M A R T . W A S T E L E S S . S A V E W1OR E."

www.environmontaidefcn5C.org

Volunteers of America helps millions of people in need every

yea*. Abused children. Families. The elderly. People with

disabilities. 'Hit: homeless. And others who have lost their way.

For over HX) years, we've helped build txrttcr communities by

teaching .skills and restoring pride and hope. Find out how you

can help. Call 1.800.899-0089 or visit www.voa.org.

There are no limits to caring.

^0f Volunteers , • • •
W of America*

I V ,.
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Franken Ends Lecture Series on High Note
BY SUSAN ASHWORTH

. THE BEACON

On April 27th Saturday Night Live
Alumnus Al Franken closed out
William Paterson University's
22nd year of the Distinguished
Lecturers Series at Shea
Auditorium. WPU President
Albert Speert presented a few
introductory comments and then
WPU Foundation Board of
Directors member Rafael Cuellar
introduced Franken. Franken's lat-
est book, "Why Not Me? The
Inside Story of Making and
Unmaking and the Unmaking of
the 46th President and ATM
Machines." His previous book,
"Rush Limbaugh is a Big Fat Idiot"
made The'New York Times' Best
Sellers List. He won television's
Emmy Award for writing five
times during the 15 years of for
which he wrote for SNL between
1975 and 1980, and then again from
1985 and 1995.

In addition, to his writing talents,
Franken has satirized televangelist
Pat Robertson and singer-compos-
er Paul Simon, but his most popu-
lar character is fictional New Age
cable wart Smalley. Smalley was
the subject of both Franken's first
book and a full-length feature film,
"Stewart Saves His Family."
Franken is also known
as a political satirist and has guest-
ed on, "Politically Incorrect" With
Bill Maher.

True to form, Franken did not shy
away from controversy. Some of
his comments sound shocking on
the surface. Born in Little Falls,
New Jersey, his family moved to
Minnesota when he was four years
old. He found his time in the
Garden State unmemorable. He
does not actually remember any-

thing about it. Currently a New
York resident, he now sees New
Jersey in the best way: from across
the river.

Franken skewered both politicos
and Hollywood-type celebrities.
He describes former NJ Governor
Christine Todd Whitman as a cross
between the Princess Diana and
her former husband, Prince
Charles. He claims that
Hollywoodites make a great con-
tribution: they make 000000.1% of
the world's population and con-
sume 36% of its resources. Barbra
Streisand Consumes 17 acres of the
Rain Forest a day.

While Franken personally is a lib-
eral Democrat, he says that he usu-
ally speaks for Republicans
because they can pay him while
Democrats are usually broke. He
bites the hand that feeds him for
two hours at a clip and gets paid
for it.

Clinton should not be considered a
great President because he slept
with an intern, while Thomas
Jefferson was considered a great
president although he slept with
one of his slaves. Al thinks this is
worse on two counts, first because
he is against slavery in principle
and second because what kind of a
does*is send to the other slaves?
Franken definitely thinks that this
constitutes a hostile work environ-
ment.

Franken reveals that he still likes
former President Bill Clinton and
campaigned for former Vice
President Al Gore. He was criti-
cized for this decision. Many peo-
ple felt that a satirist should not
back a political candidate; he
claims that the first time he did a
fundraiser was for [Khymer Rouge

Cambodian guerrilla leader] Pol
Pot. A few years later seeing the
film, "The Killing Fields" just
wrecked it for him.

Franken likes Secretary of State
Colin Powell and says that he
would have voted for him if
Powell had run for President. Our
best Presidents have been generals.
The only way we will get a Jewish
President is if he is a 4-star general.
Maybe if we start grooming a
Jewish officer to be a general then
he can become President. Franken
claims that he has been researching
this topic and found that the high-
est-ranking Jewish officer is a
comptroller in the Coast Guard.

America's is a gun culture and
Franken agrees with this philoso-
phy. Speaking in a slow, exaggerat-
ed drawl, he quoted National Rifle
Association spokesman Phil
Grahame as saying, "Ah have
more guns than I need, but less
guns than I want."

Franken stated that he is frequent-
ly asked a lot why he called his
book, "Rush Limbaugh is a Big Fat
Idiot," when at the time when it
was published he was "very very
fat, enormously huge fat, fat, fat
did I say fat, with an enormous gut
and a big fat ass." He says that he
disagrees with Limbaugh most of
the time, for example, when
Limbaugh claims that all of what
he refers to as, "feminatzi's" say
that all heterosexual sex is rape.
Franken responds that while he
knows a lot of feminists, he has
been living for 25 years with the
only one who actually holds this
view. It is his wife.

Franken held a brief question and
answer portion at the conclusion of
his act. He remembers his stints on

Political Satirist Al Franken spoke at Shea Center on the campus
of William Paterson University on Friday, April 27.

photo by Matt Mitchell

Saturday Night Live as the most
wonderful experiences of his life,
especially the opportunity to work
with Gilda Radner, John Belushi,
Dan Ackroyd and Mike Meyers. In
regard to the impending writers'
strike that is scheduled to begin on
Monday, he stated that residual
checks are a big part of a writer's
life. Many others rely on these
checks to survive. Unlike some, he
has other sources of income, such
as these lectures. The writers have
to be willing to strike even if they
don't want to. Many writers have
huge mortgages, so this strike
could be devastating, although he
feels that they are only asking for

what is fair. In the absence of the
writers we will be seeing a lot of
"reality" based and quiz shows.

To bring the evening to a close, it
was Franken who posed the final
question. When President Speert
stepped up to the microphone on
left side of the stage, Franken
asked, "Yes, Dr., do you want me
wrap it up, or are you going to ask
a question?"

Speert replied by thanking Little
Falls' favorite son for coming to
WPU.

itinj for the Fail!
WRITSRS, RMBWRS, ReP0RT5RS>
&PtrOR$> ARTISTS, AP SAUS RB9S<
Call

720-2568
Email
beacon@student.wpunj.edu
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Students Claim Wl) Campus
Appearance Is lecehins.

Demand Action

WPU Cleans Up Trash For
Open Houses Only

I am currently a student at William
Paterson University. I live in the •
Towers complex on campus. Recently
I noticed that in a futile attempt to
clean up the campus, garbage recep-
tacles have been placed along the
walkways. The problem is that most
garbage is still being thrown on the
ground. Also, these
receptacles are being knocked over
and destroyed. Though these garbage
cans are chained to rails, some are
still being dumped all over the place.
This has been going on since the
beginning of the semester.
Yesterday, when I was walking to

the Student Center, I noticed some

students cleaning up the garbage,
When asked why they were doing
this, they responded that the campus
is holding tours today. I found this
insulting! Our campus is only being
cleaned for that one day because
potential students are coming to see
the campus. Shouldn't it be cleaned
every day? Of course, everyone can
do his or her part to assist with this
problem, but the college itself should
also take certain measures to ensure a
clean campus.

Melissa Bellisano

Parking Lot Litter is -
Horrendous Situation

There are many problems
on our campus and most of
them have been
addressed in your column
by students and faculty
alike. I am going to reopen
the issue of litter on cam-
pus because I have seen it
increase. I am a commuter
and 1 cannot comment on
the condition of such places
as Wayne Hall, where the
garbage being left on the
table issue has caused
some commotion. However,
I do see the condition of the
parking lots every day, and I
think that is something that
is neglected.

Commuters, such as
myself, seem to clean out
their cars in the parking
lots. All unwanted papers,
and food garbage that is
collected on one's back
seat is usually dumped and
left in the parking lots for
someone else to clean up.
This has been a problem in

my four years here, and I
see no solutions being
made in the near future.

More garbage cans have
been put strategically
around campus for litter
when coming in and out of
buildings, but I think these
cans are also much needed
in the parking lots. I assure
you I have parked in every
lot on this campus, and
they can all use a spit
shine.

If there were garbage
and recycling receptacles in
and around the lots, 1 think
the parking lot litter would
seriously decrease, and
everyone waiting for a place
to park would have much
nicer scenery to look at
while scrounging around for
a parking spot.

Fred Giordano

WPU Parking Lots Need Garbage Cans
I am a commuter student and I'm

writing in regard to the trash situation
in the parking lots. The one thing I've
noticed is that there aren't any garbage
cans in the parking lots or walkways
through the parking lots. There is a lot
of trash building up in between cars
and the lots. I've seen the maintenance
department out picking garbage up,

however I feel that placing garbage
cans and recycle bins throughout the
parking lots and walkways would help
prevent the trash increase. If you help
us, we'll help you.

Danielle Stora

Parking Lot Flyers Are Littering Nuisance
It's time to do something about the flyers that are put on

the cars in the parking lots. I don't know about anyone
else, but I find them very annoying. I'll walk out to the
parking lot after my classes and see papers all over the
ground. I'll get to my car and there are two or three flyers
stuck to my window. I could do one of two things: throw
them on the ground like everyone else, or add them to
the mess in the back of my car. It's pretty obvious, look-
ing at all the papers all over the ground, that many peo-
ple feel the same way that I do. All of the students I've
talked to about this feel that the flyers are annoying and
make the campus look bad. They all agree that something
should be done.
I have come up with some simple solutions to this prob-

lem. The first and most obvious would be to just stop

people from coming on campus and passing out flyers,
but I don't think that that's going to happen. One way of
avoiding the mess, though, would be to put up central
bulletin boards in different parts of the parking lots,
Flyers could be placed on these boards. In this way, stu-
dents who are interested can take them and the ones who
are not can just walk past them and then there would be
no mess. If that is not possible, then another simple idea
would be to place recycling cans out in the lots. I think
that if there were somewhere to put the papers, people
would not throw them on the ground. Doing this would
make the campus look a little better and improve its
appeal.

Kristen Spooner
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Moving Forward
AUSTIN—When in the course of human events life

calls upon one to span a civilization or two, I personally
side with Lewis Carroll's White Queen, who observed to
Alice: "When I was your age, I always did it for half-an-
hour a day. Why, sometimes I've believed as many as six
impossible things before breakfast."

Which (no antecedent necessary) will be perfectly
clear to you when I explain the rather eccentric course of
my recent reading. Two books in splendid contrapuntal
harmony are Peter Gay's "Pleasure Wars, The Bourgeois
Experience: Victoria to Freud" and Hermione Lee's
superb new biography, "Virginia Woolf" - especially rec-
ommended for all who long since concluded that they
don't want to hear another word about Bloomsbury.

. Into this
remarkably help-
ful duo on how
we got from there
to here—Victorian
to modern—falls
one of the oddest
health books ever
written, by my old
friend Gary "Jap"
Cartwright, who
may best be
described as post-
modern before his time. It is also possible that he has
segued into a seird-Victorian flashback or that he made
the same journey that Woolf did, just with a seriously
different accent.

Jap Cartwright is one of the hardest-drinking, hardest-
living writers Texas ever produced, and I've known a
few. As the guy in the movie said, "It's not the years, it's
the mileage," and Cartwright's odometer passed 500,000
a couple of decades ago. That he is alive today is
because he finally learned how to live, and it.only took a
major heart attack, quintuple bypass, pacemaker, etc.
(First, as the old joke goes, hit the mule upside the head
with a 2-by-4.)

A rather grumpy introduction to Jap's book, "Heart
Wise Guy," by former Gov. Ann Richards—"Be aware
that all the rest of us have a different version"—is not so
much wrong as beside the point. I wasn't there for half
of what Cartwright describes, and I had too many beers
to remember the rest of it clearly, I figure his version is
close enough for anyone who ran in those circles at that
time. It reminds me of a story that Dave Richards tells
about the time he ran into Jerry Jeff Walker, who was
fretting about the fact that he'd somehow just sort of
mislaid about 10 years of his life. Cartwright seems to
have lost the same decade.

Jap and his pal Bud Shrake, arguably the finer writer
of the two (although, when it comes to individual lines, I
maintain that Cartwright's description of a startled citi-
zen—"It was as though he had opened the refrigerator

door and found Fidel Castro inside"—remains premier),
were the Butch Cassidy and Sundance Kid of Texas writ-
ers. And if you want to set this in context, keep in mind
that they were up against Blackie Sherrod and Dan
Jenkins just for starters. To give you another measure of
just how seriously they misbehaved, it can be argued
that Dennis Hopper didn't know how to get into trouble
until he ran into those two.

What struck me as Virginia Woolf-esque (putting
Cartwright and Woolf into the same sentence may be the
most astonishing example of multiculturalism I have
ever achieved—but hey, Texans start with a serious cul-
tural deficit, and as Earl Long once said of ethics in poli-
tics, "You got to use whatever you can get your hands

oh!") is how serious
Cartwright was about
writing. How serious they
all were, those provincial
sportswriters who all
came from Nowhere,
Texas.

Woolf, you see, came
from a real culture—sti-
fling, sexist and bigoted
though it was. Three or
four generations of writers
stood behind her, along

with a huge interconnected network of haut-bourgeois
families devoted to Higher Things. The culture of Texas
remains like the soil of the Hill Country: a thin, layer
spread Over hard caliche rock. Woolf s daddy (although
they didn't call them "daddy" in Victorian England) may
have been too cheap to pay for her education, but he
had a library with which she could educate herself. Just
to read the list of authors Woolf devoured in her teens is
to have an intellectual inferiority complex. I can barely
identify Hakluyt, much less have I read him.

What interests me most about Victorian culture as
described in these books is how wildly it varies from the
smug assumptions made by the neo-Victorians of our
time. Bill Bennett and all the public scolds who carry on
endlessly about "values" apparently missed the entire
point of modernism, however loosely you define it. (You
knew I was going to get political eventually, right?)

As Peter Gay points out, Victorianism was never that
simple to begin with, but if you want to call a spade a
bloody shovel, bigotry, repression and hypocrisy were
an awfully large part of it. We can scarcely listen to a
political ad for dog catcher these days without hearing
the word "values," always with the implication of old
equals good, new equals bad. This phony nostalgia, nat-
urally checked out for salability by the pollsters, is based
on an unforgivable historical illiteracy.

We used to make fun of fatuous political rhetoric, like
"We must go forward into the future." Actually, it beats
going forward into the past.

Hz Carolyn:
I dated a guy for a couple months and

things were going very well--we seemed to click
and we had a lot of fun. He had been engaged
to the woman he'dated before me. I never had
any indication that I was a "rebound" until
she came back into the picture and he decided
that he "had" to try it again. While I was dis-
appointed, I understood and wished him well.

They lasted about three weeks, and it
ended again. And now he's back, trying to
make it up to me. Carolyn, my brain says that
this is a losing situation-how can I ever feel
secure with him loiththe looming threat that
he'll go running back to her if the opportunity
arises? But then I think, if I don't let my heart
get too involved too quickly, who knows what
the future holds. It xvas great dating him, but
I'm not sure what to do here.

How do I say this without sounding
too bleak. When "great" decides to come
begging, it's not wise to turn it away.

You say his fiancee-relapse would
make you feel insecure—but it sounds
instead as if his residual itch has been
scratched. With impressive efficiency, in

Advice for the Under-30 Croivd

fiancee up for
Round 3, he
could meet
someone total-
ly new, he
could bump
his head and
start speaking
in tongues. All
you know is
what's true at
this moment:
1. You want
him.
2. He wants
you.
3. Perfection
was last seen
driving away
late at night in
a moving van
and is proba-
bly not coming
back.

Virtually
all human con-
tact is risk. You
say this one is
a "losing situ-
ation," but I
wonder. What
do you lose if
you lose? If he
leaves you
again for her,
then you'll
gain certainty
if nothing else.

Dear Carolyn:
I'm 16

and I have a
girlfriend.

We've been together for almost two months.
And there's this guy we kinda know, and he
had a major crush on my girlfriend for a year
maybe. So I think he can't get over the fact that
I'm
with her. He'll follow us around and try to
hang out, but we want to be alone, OK? So
how do I tell him that without being rude? Or

should I say exactly that? I don't
want to ruin the friendship, but to
me it's more important to see my
girlfriend. He and I can do stuff
other times.
—Hoya

Stupidity Report
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fact. I'm guessing your fears are on back-
ward.

But guess is all I can do here, or you
can, for that matter. Even he might not
know his next move. He could line the

Oh I can't read this question, it's too
sad. I'm covering my eyes now. It's still
there, isn't it.

Technically, your lovesick shadow-guy
is the rude one, for overstaying

his welcome—but I feel cruel just typing
that. Pleeease be nice to him. Ask for some
alone time with your girlfriend—just don't
ask for it in front o/your girlfriend. That
would diminish him in her eyes. Though
it's hard to diminish a guy any further
after he's abandoned his pride on the side-
walk. Still, as his friend, the least you can
do is
pick it up and look after it for him.

By the way, be sure to suggest some
concrete "other times" you'll do stuff with
him—assuming the offer's sincere.

Carolyn:
Why, oh why, is it that, if you have a

friend who's dating someone whom you and
other friends are leery about, the friend will
persist in believing that we just don't want
him to be happy, rather than recognize that
we're actually concerned and want him to be
happy—with someone who will try to make him
happy as well? We 're trying to get to know
this GF, but we're a little reserved because we
feel she's taking advantage, and there's some
bad soap-opera-type history. We don't want to
change his mind (he needs to figure it out for
himself), we 're just a little concerned.
-No Name, Please!

Of course~we need to take every pre-
caution to protect your identity from the 15
squillion people in this unique situation.

When friends snipe at a guy's love
interest, they leave him three basic options:
He can defend her, he can consider the
possibility that he has abysmal taste (at
least this time), or he can tell himself that
his friends are all jerks.

Two of these take some strength of
character to pull off.

While you wait for your friend to but-
tress his vertebrae, back off on the girl-
friend. Either you've made your point, or
he's not ready to let you. •

Carolyn:
What is the best way to convey my

romantic feelings to a friend? Right now she
and I are just lunch dates. I am getting attract-
ed to her, but not sure of her feelings.

—Maryland

Um. Dinner?

Write to "Tell Me About It," c/o The
Washington Post, Style Plus, 115015th St.,
NW, Washington, D.C. 20071 or e-mail;
tellme@washpost.com. Chat online with
Carolyn each Friday at noon and Monday
at 3 p.m., both Eastern time, at www.wash-
ingtonpost.com.
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Remember Pauline Kanchanalak? Probably not.
But if there were ever a poster girl for the futility of
the McCain-Feingold campaign finance reform bill,
Ms. Kanchanalak is it. Despite funneling nearly
$700,000 in illegal foreign contributions to
Democrats, Ms, Kanchanalak received a sentence last
week that was lighter than a soap bubble.

U.S. District Judge Paul L. Friedman, a Clinton
appointee in Washington, D.C., who had originally
thrown out the case but was overruled by higher
courts, handed Ms. Kanchanalak six months of house
arrest and three years of probation. Poor Ms.
Kanchanalak will have to go to her hair salon wear-
ing an electronic monitoring bracelet. Oh, hardship.

For her elaborate crimes, she won't spend a single
day behind
bars. But she
did receive a
fine ...of $3,000.
So she'll have to
forego one or
two Tiffany
shopping
sprees and din-
ner at Morton's.
Aww.

Judge
Friedman's sen-
tence wasn't a slap on the wrist. It was a French kiss.
Friedman is the same judge who gave wine-and-
roses treatment to two other Donorgate criminals,
Buddhist temple money-launderer Maria Hsia and
Clinton crony Charlie Trie.

Nobody seems to give a damn about this gross
violation of our political sovereignty — not the
reform-mongering media elite, nor the yapping,
good-government watchdogs. But let me remind
you, anyway, since Dan Rather and The New York
Times editorial page won't, exactly what Ms.
Kanchanalak did to corrupt our campaign finance
system with her deluge of special-interest funny
money: .

Ms. Kanchanalak is a citizen of Thailand. She
does not have permanent resident status in the
United States. One of the gazillion campaign finance
laws already on the books prohibits non-citizens who
don't have green cards from giving to U.S. cam-
paigns and parties. Another federal law bars foreign
corporations from contributing to our campaigns.
Another bans straw donations.

None of this stopped Ms. Kanchanalak, who lob-
bied for Thai corporations, from collecting gobs of
money from foreign individuals and companies and
laundering it through her mother-in-law and sister-
in-law, who are permanent residents of the U.S.

Wichelh

Writer for the Washington

Post Writer's Group

Some $328,500 of Ms. Kanchanalak's criminal cash
went to the Democratic National Committee,
$295,000 to 11 state Democratic Party organizations
(including California, Florida, Illinois, Ohio and
Pennsylvania), and the remainder to the 1996
Clinton-Gore campaign and leading Democrats,
including former Sen. John Glenn of Ohio, Sen.
Edward Kennedy of Massachusetts and Rep. Richard
Gephardt of Missouri.

Ms. Kanchanalak's foreign quid bought a lot of
quo from Beltway pros. She visited the White House
more than two dozen times. She was appointed to
the DNC's finance board of directors and partied
with former President Clinton at his 50th birthday
bash. The White House recommended Ms.

Kanchanalak for a
position on a trade
policy advisory com-
mittee that requires a
security clearance and
U.S. citizenship, even
though she is a Thai
citizen and hadn't sub-
mitted a proper appli-
cation.

In June 1996, Ms.
Kanchanalak escorted
three Asian business

leaders to a White House coffee with Clinton. The
executives worked for Charoen Pokphand Group., a
Thai conglomerate that is the single largest foreign
investor in China. They urged Clinton to visit
Thailand; he later did.

The meeting was arranged by chief Donorgate
weasel and convicted felon John Huang. (Also in
attendance at the intimate gathering was Democratic
fund-raiser Beth Dozoretz, a central figure in that
other major Clinton foreign policy sell-out — the
Marc Rich pardon.) In the days before and after the
coffee, Ms. Kanchanalak gave Democrats more than
$450,000 in illegal donations. She later hid corporate
documents and erased computer hard drives in an
effort to destroy evidence of her law-breaking.

A measly $3,000 fine and a few years' probation
for lying, obstructing justice and conspiring to
undermine our election system. Who will stop other
wealthy foreign influence-peddlers from buying off
our politicians? McCain and Feingold? Congress?
The courts? Ha.
To find out more about Michelle Malkin and read
features by other Creators Syndicate columnists and
cartoonists, visit the Creators Syndicate web page at
www.creators.com. Michelle Malkin's e-mail address
is malkinl@ix.netcom.com.

1. Well, this day was a total waste
of makeup.
2. Make yourself at home! Clean
my kitchen.
3. A hard-on doesn't count as
personal growth.
4. Don't bother me. I'm living
happily ever after.
5. Do I look like a fucking people
person?
6.1 started out with nothing and
still havemost of it left.
7.1 majored in liberal arts. Will
that be for here or to go?
8. I've found Jesus. He was
behind the sofa the whole time.
9. If I throw a stick, will you
leave?
10. You! Off my planet!
11. Therapy is expensive, pop-
ping bubble wrap is cheap. You
choose.
12. Practice random acts of intel-
ligence and senseless acts of self-
control.
13.1 like cats, too. Let's exchange
recipies.
14. Friendly checkout clerk.
Thanks for keeping me that way!
15. Does your train of thought
have a caboose?
16. The Bible was written by the
same people who said the earth
was flat.
17. Did the aliens forget to
remove your anal probe?
18. Errors have been made.
Others will be blamed.
19. God was my copilot, but we
crashed into the mountains and I
had to eat him.
20. And your crybaby whiny-
assed opinion would be?
21. I'm not crazy, I've just been in
a very bad mood for 30 years.
22. If only you'd use your pow-
ers for good instead of evil...
23. See no evil, hear no evil, date
no evil.
24. A PBS mind in an MTV
world.
25. Yeah, right! Like I'm going to
put that icky thing in my mouth.
26. Allow me to introduce
myselves.
27. Sarcasm is just one more ser-
vice we offer.

28. Whisper my favorite words:
"I'll buy it for you."
29. Better living through denial.
30. Whatever kind of look you
were going for, you missed.
31. Suburbia: where they tear out
the trees and then name the
streets after them.
32. Adult child of alien invaders.
33. Do they ever shut up on your
planet?
34. I'm just working here till a
good fast-food job opens.
35. Are these your eyeballs? I
found them in my cleavage.
36. I'm not your type. I'm not
inflatable.
37. I'm trying to imagine you
with a personality.
38. A cubicle is just a padded cell
without a door.
39. Stress is when you wake up
screaming and you realize you
haven't fallen asleep yet.
40. Mall whore: I can suck the
numbers right off your credit
cards.
41. After I cook the vegetables,
what do I do with the wheel-
chairs?
42. Here I am? What were your
other two wishes?
43. Back off! You're standing in
my aura,
44.1 can't remember if I'm the
good twin or the evil one.
45. Don't worry. I forgot your
name too!
46. One of us is thinking about
sex... OK, it's me.
47.1 have a computer, a vibrator,
and pizza delivery. Why should
1 leave the house?
48.1 just want revenge. Is that so
wrong?
49. OK, OK, I take it back!
UnFuckyou!
50. Not all men are annoying.
Some are dezd.
51. A woman's favorite position
is CEO.
52. Earth is full. Go home.
53. Is it time for your medication
or mine?

—Unknown

Gay Proms Gain Support Through Corporate Efforts
Boys will pin each other with corsages

while girls step out of limousines dressed in
tuxedos at this year's gay high-school
proms.

The recent surge in gay proms corrobo-
rates findings of a report by the Horizons
Foundation, which found gay, lesbian,
bisexual and transgender (GLBT) issues
are gaining wider acceptance in homes
nationwide. According to the report, 76 per-
cent of parents said they would be comfort-
able discussing homosexuality with their
kids, while 67 percent said they believed in
teaching their children that gay people are
just like everyone else.

In addition, 79 percent of parents said
they would be comfortable working with a
gay or lesbian co-worker, 70 percent with a
gay close family member, and 55 percent
with their child's teacher being gay and 54
percent with a gay friend of their child.

For many parents, an increased aware-
ness of gay and lesbian issues has come
from a surprising source; the workplace.

"The biggest place for change is through
the workplace," said Rick Urban, co-chair of
EQUAL!, Lucent Technology's educational
and support group for GLBT employees.
"You spend so much time in your place of
employment that it becomes like a second
family. If you're not learning about these
issues at home, then you're learning it
through your interactions with your employ-

ees.
Over the last five years, the driving force

behind EQUAL!, which was established in
1980, has crystallized into a compelling
business case.

"There's a certain momentum that's
developed around the whole diversity issue
within Fortune 500 companies," Urban said.

In turn, the growing business case for
diversity has fostered the proliferation of
employee affinity groups that champion the
rights of GLBT employees.

As of last year, more than 100 of the
Fortune 500 companies offered domestic-
partner benefits, part of a 25 percent
increase since 1999, according to a report
by the Human Rights Campaign (HRC)
Foundation.

"There was a time when you knew
which companies were offering domestic-
partner benefits," Urban said. Now it's
become a matter of knowing the few which
aren't, he said.

Kathleen Miller, a member of Parents,
Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays
(PFLAG), a group that helped sponsor the
first gay prom in St. Petersburg, Fla., notes
that corporations "have been great," in
increasing •#
the awareness of gay issues.

in return, companies have benefited by
fostering a more inclusive and open envi-
ronment. "When the stress level of gay

workers goes down, their productivity goes
up," Miller said.

As a mother, Miller helped launch the
first gay prom in St. Petersburg, Fla., last
spring because of the harrowing experience
her gay son had when he attended a
straight prom.

"He was getting remarks and stares,"
Miller said. "The photographer had never
had taken a photo of a gay couple and he
didn't know where to put their arms.
Everyone was staring."

Miller noted that kids are coming out at
a younger age now - "and don't think we'll
be able get them back in the closet," she
said.

One of this year's most notable gay
proms, sponsored by the Long Island Gay
and Lesbian Youth Inc. (LIGALY), is using
the phrase "Free to be" as its theme.

Featured at the prom will be pictures
depicting what the group hopes will reflect
the future of the United States; gays serving
openly in the military, gay scout leaders and
the country's first lesbian president.

"What gay kids face daily is people call-
ing them names, spitting on them and phys-
ically harassing them," said David Kilmnick,
executive director of LIGALY. "If they were
to go to their school prom, they would just
get more of that."

Angela Bucci, a junior at Linden Hurst
High School who came out to her family

when she was 14 years old and who will
attend the LIGALY prom, said having a les-
bian grandmother has made her parents
extremely understanding and accepting of
her sexual identity. Because she is new to
her school, however, Bucci said she is not
comfortable bringing her girlfriend to the
school prom.

"Nobody else at the school has come
out," Bucci said. "So I don't know how I'd
feel about taking my girlfriend to the prom."
The other perk of attending a gay prom is
that she can choose to wear either a dress
or a tuxedo, she said.

The growing prominence of gay proms
does not mean that gay acceptance is uni-
versal, however."

As good as it seems sometimes, we still
have a long way to go," said KipuKai Kuali'i,
executive director of Pride at Work, an
organization affiliated with the AFL-CIO,

Sixty-one percent of the parents sur-
veyed in the Horizon study said they would
discuss gay issues only if their children
brought up the subject on their
own."Parents have gotten slightly better,"
said James Fallarino, a senior at Sachem
High School and member of LIGALY.
"They're making progress slowly."

By CANDICE CHO, courtesy of
Diversitylnc.com
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The Stupidity Report Did You Say?"

Larry Clow
Lit Editor

So this is it. The last Stupidity Report
of the year. I'm sure this excites many
of you, especially the small cadre of

people who think I'm a homo-
phobic, sexist, anti-authoritari-
an slime ball. Don't get too
comfortable just yet,
though...I've still got a little
time left, and I want to cover
some of the things that have been going on
the past few weeks. Lately I've been notic-
ing that a lot of people have hearing "prob-
lems." I'm not talking about real, physical,
hearing problems. I'm talking about the
people that either hear only what they want
to hear, or don't hear what you're saying at
all. While at work the other day, I had to
tell a customer eight times—eight—that a
certain book was not available in paper-
back. He asked me once, and I said, "This
book isn't available in paperback; it's only
been published as a hard cover." He
thought about it, then said, "So you don't
have it?" This exchange went back and
forth for ten minutes, and every time I told
him that a paperback copy didn't exist, he
had to say, "So you're sure it's not in paper-
back?" This is a person with a hearing
"problem." You probably have friends like
this." You will tell them that no, they cannot
borrow twenty bucks from you, to which
they will surely reply, "So, when can you
give me that twenty bucks?" It's amazing
the length to which people will go to in
order to hear only what they want to, to
make the world conform to what they want.

As I was thinking about this, my mind
wandered to the "Take Back the Night"
rally that occurred a few weeks ago on cam-
pus. Before I venture any further into this
topic, let me make a something clear: I
support the cause of stopping violence
against women. I think any violence
against women is deplorable and should
not be tolerated, at all—ever. At least one
person out there thinks I have "issues with
women;" rest assured, this is far, far from
the truth. I have no problems with people
marching for a cause, and in
theory, the "Take Back the
Night" rally was a great
idea—I'm all for rallying peo-
ple around a cause. It's good
to see people who actually
care about an issue get togeth-
er and exchange ideas and
strategies. However, I'm
inclined to think that the
whole idea of a physical rally
is a little pointless. Sure, peo-
ple got together, marched, made
a show of their solidarity against
an important issue, but what was
really accomplished? It would be
nice to think that if there were
enough marches, rallies, and walks
for every cause out there, that things
would improve. But they don't. What
good is a rally if no real progress comes out
of it? Do marches for world hunger
increase the food population? Did the
"Take Back the Night" rally stop asshole
husbands/boyfriends and whomever else
from abusing women? Unfortunately, the
answer is no. It was nice to see people
care.. .but getting a bunch of people togeth-
er and marching for a cause is like pulling
together the world's best army, then having
them march right off a cliff. Sure, you've
got a good group of people together with
the potential to do great work, but in the
end, you don't do anything. You march.
That's it. But if you talk to the marchers,
what will they say? They will most likely

tell you that they've supported a good
cause, exposed people to a problem, and
"made a stand." They don't want to hear

that on the whole, the march didn't
do anything other then get a bunch
of people together and walk
around for a while. What could
you do? Well, a march for world
hunger would work if the people

participating in it marched a bunch of food
to those who were hungry and fed them. A
good "Take Back the Night" march would
be one where the state lets the marchers
into the local prison, points out the rapists
and abusers, and lets the marchers beat the
crap out of them.

Now, I imagine some ol you out there
are going to say that more violence will not
solve a problem that is violent to begin
with. I used to think that way too.

Violence, in most cases, is a cheap and
easy solution to a problem. But, when
you're dealing with the stupid and igno-
rant, as most people who abuse women
generally are, violence is often the only
thing they'll under-
stand. God knows,
years of telling
them that
"Hitting
women is
wrong"
sure
hasn't

they march around work and demand bet-
ter treatment? No...they strike. They stop
working. They make a definite, physical
statement—"None of us will work until we
get (insert demand here)." Most of the
time it works. If we want to stop corrup-
tion in politics, lets go out and find the cor-
rupt politicians (that won't be hard at all)
and humiliate them in public. Maybe your
cause is globalization; in that case, boycott
companies. Don't do some half-assed boy-
cott where you give in after two months
because you can't do without your
Starbucks latte. I mean, boycott every-
thing, get everyone to do it. The first step
is to rally people—the "Take Back the
Night" rally did that superbly. The second
step is to do something serious with those
people.

Another good case of people not listen^
ing was Springfest. Ah, Springfest. A time
when the university says, "Here,
have this complimentary
Springfest cup, but Af
don't put any '
alcohol

worked.
Maybe if they see
that people like them are beaten at the
hands of an angry mob, they'll stop. I
doubt that anyone who abuses women is
going to say, "Well, I saw that 'Take Back
fiie Night' march, and now I'm going to
rethink hitting my wife." It's nice to
believe that some ass out there will think
that way, but it's not going to happen.
Think of it like this—when union workers
are unhappy with the way their employers
are treating them, what do they do? Do

in it!" I
couldn't
believe it

when I heard someone say that
last Tuesday. Behind me, there was a table
passing out Springfest cups, and with every
cup came the same admonition—no alco-
hol. Did they seriously believe this would
be effective? Giving people a cup at
Springfest and telling them not to put booze
in it is like giving Charlton Heston a box
full of guns and telling him not to shoot up
the Planet of the Apes. I'm sure the univer-
sity doesfi't believe that people don't drink
on Springfest—hell, all you had to do is go
out to the front of the Student Center on
Wednesday night and see the litter of beer

cans and liquor bottles all over the place.
So why the warning? Does that somehow
clear the conscience of those who sponsor
Springfest? "Well, we told them not to
drink,..that's about all we could do."
Look, I have nothing against drinking, alco-
hol, or anything like that. I went to bar-
tending school, I've had drinks before, and I
know plenty of people who drink. I'm just
saying—why the fagade? Why bother
telling people not to drink, when you know
damn well they're going to?

Another thing about Springfest that did-
n't make sense is that the University insists
on having classes that day. Why? No one
goes.. .well, almost no one. I had to go to
my classes that day since I had already been
absent the maximum amount of times from
them. But in all my classes, there were
never more than 10 people—and these are
classes with at least 25 or more people in
them. So why not just cancel classes on

Wednesday? Make it a big, university-
wide party day. I like the idea of

Springfest. It was good to see
people out, having a good time,
doing something that was fun
here on campus. And for
once, people were actually
friendly. Sure, the increased
friendliness was directly
related to the increased
alcohol content of the

entire crowd, but it was a
positive thing nonetheless.

So that's the end of the rant
this week. As I look back, I
realized that a lot's happened
this past year. I've been exposed
to some of the stupidest, most

nonsensical things I've ever seen
in my life, and I think, because of .
all that, I've gained a better under-
standing of life in general. Well,
maybe not, but at least I've had a
good time pointing out all this stuff.
What I find most incredible is that I
started this year being a person who
was generally well liked by most
people that met him. Now...well,
now I have a small group of peo-
ple out there that genuinely dis-
like me. To be totally truthful, I
think that's great. The more I
think of it—I did learn three
important lessons. First off, the
minute you criticize someone on
the smallest subject, he or she
will profoundly dislike you and
write you angry letters.
Secondly, if someone wants to
criticize you, but has no reason
to do so, they will make things
up. And finally, I learned this
lesson: when I get up in the
morning, I think about what a
good idea it would be to stay
in bed. In bed, I only have to
worry about one idiot doing

something stupid: me. But the minute I
set foot out of bed, I have to worry about all
kinds of idiots doing stupid things, and that
scares me. The only thing separating me
from the unpredictable world of the stupid
is a blanket.

That's it, my friends. I'm done, for now.
In a week from now, I'll be back home tak-
ing an extended break from the antics of '
Willy P. In the meantime, keep the hate
mail coming—I will need something to read
this summer as I sit out by the pool, after
all. As usual, send your rants to:
StupidityReport@hotmail.com.
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TOOTH! Self-Rule Rules!

Eric Revilla
The Beacon

I have a fake tooth. My real one got
knocked out by my brother who claims I was
standing too close to him when he went to
swing. Gil, however, insists it was a homopho-
bic rage!

I went to the dentist and he replaced it with
a temporary tooth that has lasted me 11 years.
So recently I've gone back to the dentist—or
actually, a different dentist—to have it perma-
nently replaced. The tooth cost $700. 700-fuck-
ing-dollars! For a fucking tooth! For that
kind of money, I'd at least want some sort of
bionic tooth—one where metal claws can pop
out and devour people's heads or something! (it
would be fun to bite off my lovers' heads after
mating) Thank a non-existent God
for co-payment plans; it only ended
up costing my mother about $300.
(only $300).

So, I went in about five weeks ago to get this
new and improved tooth. Now, I had thought
they would just scrub a little de-adhesive on the
back of my tooth with a cotton swab and pull
the thingy off. But nooooooo, they sanded the
mother-fucker down! A little
rotating drill with a buffer on the
end whirred around the end of
my tooth, throwing all kinds of
saliva-blood mixtures all over the
place. A better portion of it
landed on the plastic sheet cover-
ing my seat and ran down onto
the back of my Genesis shirt, one
of my favorites. It wasn't until
they were half done that I asked
what they were doing. "Oh..."
was the only response I found fit for such a sit-
uation.

The nurse, in her infinite wisdom, handed
me a mirror so I could see just how damned
sexy I looked. In place of the slightly stained
but otherwise perfectly legitimate tooth I once
had was a little stub of a baby-looking
tooth. The whole image reeked of red-neck. It
had occured to me that they might have intend-
ed to just leave me there with my gap, presum-
ing I could walk around talking out of only half
my mouth for a month. I lisp bad enough
already, damn you! I needs me tooth!

They took a mold and promised to make a
new tooth identical to the one next to it, which
was comforting; at least I'd be symmetrical.

They left me in the room a while by myself,
without any magazines so I really don't see
what the point was. Three rooms down from
me was a 10-12-whatever year old girl getting a
tooth removed. That's scary. Thing is, they
hadn't done anything yet. They were just
putting Novocain in her gums, but she was
screeching like a banshee in heat. You'd think
they were putting the Novocain in her eye balls
or something.

Now here's where it gets weird: the fact that
I had just had a part of me grinded into a liquid
dust gave the entire event an unreal feeling.
Nothing felt like it was really happening; I kept
thinking I could wake up, but

nothing was so bad that I would be com-
pelled to. So, in this state, the little girl's
pain was comical. In fact, it was
' damned funny. As she was screaming, I

just began laughing. And the louder she
screamed, the louder I
laughed. I was receiving so much pleasure
from this child's pain! Oh God, how do I live
with myself? Tee-hee.

f
Anyway, they put in a new

temporary tooth with yet
another vain promise to
replace it. Yeah right, I
bought that once, how gullible
do you think I am? This new
temp was (is) gargantuan com-
pared to the one next to it. It's
absurd; it's like a clown tooth.
It makes me feel really ogTeish.
But so far, only one person has
noticed, so that's all good.

A month later, I went back to get the new-
new one. They yanked (yes, yanked) the other
one off and put this one on. Of course, it's too
narrow. And since teeth aren't made in the
office (or grown on trees, kids) they had to send
it back to put more porcelain on it. Porcelain.
Makes it sound so much more important than it
is. I'm so afraid that I'll be tasting china plates
on my front teeth for the rest of my life. I
guess I'm wrong, though. I mean, they're doc-
tors, they have to know what they're doing,
right? Right?... guys?

They jammed the old one back on and sent
me skipping in pain on my way. So now it'll be
another month before I'm finally a real boy!
Then I'll have all the sex I want. Bwa-ha-ha!

Back in the deep dark histo-
ry of third grade, my teacher
introduced me to a custom she
had grown up with: May Day.
On May 1st, she and her friends
and family would gather flow-
ers into baskets or bouquets,
and leave them secretly for
loved ones to find. I loved this
idea, and spent quite a few
years gathering any blooming
flowers in the area and assem-
bling baskets for my mother
and teacher. It was not for
another five years that I learned
where this tradition came from.

Beltane. May Day. The
cross-quarter day celebrated in
many pagan cultures on May
1st. Officially the exact oppo-
site of Samhain. The official
occurrence is at 15 degress
Taurus, an astrological determi-
nation which usually falls on
May 4th or 5th.

Beltane is an important part
of the circle of rebith. In pagan
culture Deity is represented as
both God and Goddess. The
God is both son and mate to the
Goddess. The God is born at
the Winter Solstice, matures
with the plants and wildlife

Beltane Rites
during the Spring. At Beltane,
He joins with the Goddess and
impregnates Her.

The sexual aspect of Beltane
is represented in many May
Day customs. Wreaths of flow-
ers are created, weaving indi-
viduals to form a third, even as
the Lord and Lady join to create
a child. The maypole is deco-
rated and central to dances per-
formed. Ribbons attatched to
the pinnacle are woven together
during the dance, once again
illustrating the joining of many
to become one. The pole itself
is a supremely phallic symbol,
which is often crowned with a
wreath of flowers, making it
seem that the pole has 'joined'
with the fragrant crown. The
people also took it upon them-
selves to recreate the Great Rite,
the actual mating of the God
and Goddess, either symbolical-
ly, or in truth.

Many of the symbols of
Beltane reflect both the feelings
and colors of the season. Rose
quartz, for instance, is a perpet-
ual symbol of love, and is often
used in love spells, for which
Beltane is famous. Candles of

every rainbow color, especially
green, remind us that Spring is
a time of returning hues after
the bleak winter. Flowers
appear in celebrations, both as
offerings to the Lady and as
decorations for their simple
beauty. The pole and wreath
ensure that the consummation
is always central to the festivi-
ties.

Beltane fires are also impor-
tant parts of the occasion. Fires
purify, and also remind every-
one of the coming Summer,
when the fire of the Sun is at its
pinnacle. The balefires were
jumped to encourage fertility,
and cattle were often driven
between paired fires- obviously
safer than trying to convince the
creatures to leap over flames!

Beltane was suppressed by
the church during their 'conver-
sions' of the people to the new
religion. With sex considered
the original sin, a holiday which
embraced the act was certainly
not well-favored. The holiday
mellowed and shifted emphasis,
becoming the May Day my
teacher so loved.
—Jessica Lynn

Jessica Lynn
The Beacon

Just the other day I was talk-
ing to a friend of mine—nothing
earth-shattering, just the usual
"what-are-you-doing-do-you-
want-dinner" stuff. I replied that
normally I'd like to, but I had to
get over to The Beacon to talk to
Ryan (Editor-in-Chief) about
some responses to an article I
had written a while ago, and my
friend grew disgusted and asked
me why I wanted to write for The
Beacon. She sounded as if she
were asking why I wanted to vivi-
sect infants or pull wings off but-
terflies. Turns out she used to
be a writer but now has issues
with the paper. She then pro-
ceded to bash basically every-
one on the staff and the paper
itself, impying we don't care
about people's feelings or her-
itage, that various people are
self-centered, egotistical, and
just plain don't give a...but I won't
repeat things like that. She then
told me that I should quit imme-
diately, shouldn't ally myself with
'those people', and that if I ever
needed help from the President
he wouldn't give it because I'm a
part of The Beacon. We basical-
ly ended the conversation there,
with me giving her a 'that's nice'
smile and turning away, but
inside I was fuming.

How dare she
presume to judge
other people for me. '
I've only been writ-
ing for The Beacon
for a few months, but I've known
many of the people there for
longer, and I think that I can be
my own judge of character. Yes,
some of us are egotistical.
We're good writers, and we're
proud of that. We have many tal-
ents, and we're not going to
shove those under the rug
because you don't like it. Yes,
some people may not care about
other people's feelings—SOME
PEOPLE. We're all human. Of
course there are some who are
less, well, nice than others.
Variety is the name of the game
at The Beacon, and in human
society. If you want plain vanil-
la, buy some ice cream. Spice in
life is what diversity is about.

The Beacon presents stu-
dents with an arena for their
thoughts and writing that they
might not otherwise find. How
can this be a bad thing? Many
would-be writers have difficulty
finding publishers, and we pro-
vide that service. So of course
we attract all kinds.

And as to the President refus-
ing me aid because of my affilia-
tion, I don't think so. Freedom of
the press is one of our
Constitutional rights, and since
I'm finally old enough to have
them pertain to me, you can be
sure I'll get them. Can you say,

! "lawsuit"? I knew you could.
All in all, I was thoroughly

annoyed—okay, beyond
annoyed, pretty much pissed off
and ready to vomit. I couldn't
believe that she would automati-
cally assume that because she is
too narrowminded to handle the

Beacon, I would naturally follow
in her footsteps. How dare she
try to foster her impressions on
me.

How dare anyone tell me
what to do! Last I checked this
was a free country, with every-
one allowed to make his or her
own decisions, as he or she
sees fit. If I want to hang-glide
naked off a mountain peak in
negative fifteen degree meteor
showers, I can. 1 may be arrest-
ed or committed, but that's my
decision, my choice. I can do
that if I want to. Anything that
doesn't offend my personal ideas
of right and wrong is a go, so far
as I'm concerned. If a law says
that I'm wrong, well, that law
doesn't exist in my world, and it's
only illegal if you get caught.

Don't get me wrong here. I'm
not an anarchist. I don't think we
should live without any rules,
just without the pointless ones.
Think about it. How many stupid
laws exist in the world today?
Sure, there are plenty that help
keep us, well, relatively safe.
Those that make murder and
theft illegal, stuff like that. Then
again, I still think that some peo-
ple have too much and if they
aren't smart enough to hold onto
their belongings, they deserve to

lose them. But, that's me.
Then there are the

laws that are \ust redicu-
lous. Like the one against
same-sex marriage,

which, by the way, has been
repealed in the Netherlands.
Finally, some people with sense!
There are laws that prohibit
actions between same-sex cou-
ples, while the same actions
between heterosexual couples is
fully sanctioned. Stupid, stupid,
stu- oh, am I repeating myself?

And then there are age limits.
Let's see. The legal age of con-
sent is generally sixteen yet in
some states you can get behind
the wheel of a two thousand
pound weapon of potential mass
destruction (i.e., a car) at fifteen.
So even before you can make
decisions about your life and
your body, you are given the
power to destroy the lives of oth-
ers. The legal age for drinking is
21—just long enough after
putting you in the driver's seat to
make you secure enough in your
prowess to try drinking and dri-
ving. But you can vote at 18,
when most people are more
interested in who's going to be in
their bed tomorrow than who'll be
in office next year.

We live in a country—in a
world—where everyone wants to
tell everyone else what to do and
how to do it. And of course their
way is always better. But it sad-
dens me—deeply—to have to
reside in a place where those
who we voluntarily—sort of—put
in office to tell us what to do are
so closed-minded. I can't bring
myself to obey anything which
goes against my inner self, no
matter the consequences. Put
fools in whatever position you
wish, they'll still be fools.
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s a national controversy swirls over whether college
newspapers should run an ad by right-wing ideo-
logue David Horowitz opposing reparations for

African Americans, it seems like an opportune time to
reflect more generally on the question of offensive ads,
free speech, and the responsibility of the collegiate press.

How should a campus newspaper
respond when it is asked to publish an ad
that it knows will offend many in the uni-
versity community and, indeed, offends the
editors as well? First, we must note the dis-
tinction between having the right of free
speech and having the right to run one's ad
wherever one wants. Surely, the Republican
Party is not obligated to run an ad for Al
Gore in its convention program, nor is a lib-
eral magazine obliged to run an ad from the
National Rifle Association.

Paid ads do not
properly fall under
the purview of free
s p e e c h .
Nevertheless, I
think going back to
the basic argu-
ments about free
speech helps us to
answer the ques-
tion of whether
these ads should

be published. Although it's a close call, my
conclusion is that the ads—each one of
them—warrant publication, but not always
in the way The Beacon did.

But most campus newspapers do not see
their mission as advancing a partisan posi-
tion, but serving as a forum for an entire col-
lege community. After all, while it is right for
the National Review or The Nation to reject
opinion pieces based on their political con-
tent, it would be far more problematic for a
campus paper to do so. Likewise, while
political magazines are justified in turning
down ads they disagree with, surely a cam-
pus newspaper should not refuse ads from
one student government candidate, while
accepting them from another. And thus ads
for a campus newspaper should generally
not be subjected to the same political litmus
test that might be imposed by a journal with
a specific political slant.

Some papers might reject many offensive
ads that come from off-campus on the
grounds that they reject all external advertis-
ing. Many college papers, however, includ'-
ing the Beacon, routinely accept external ads
(from corporations, from the Marines, from
abortion clinics, and so on), so for these
papers off-campus sponsorship cannot be
the grounds for rejection.

Obviously, if the ads were simply invec-
tive and ethnic slurs, most would agree that
such material should not be published. But
what about cases where the ads, though
deeply offensive to many people, do
advance serious arguments? They do hot
engage in name-calling, but urge readers to
take specific positions.

Let me consider three specific examples,
the first two of which involved ads submit-
ted to The Beacon (among other papers)—an
anti-abortion supplement paid for by a
national "right to life" group and an ad by
Bradley Smith denying the Holocaust—and
the third Horowitz's anti-reparations ad. The
ads try to persuade readers—to oppose
abortion, to rethink the accepted historical
facts of the Holocaust, or to reject the idea of
reparations. In principle, policy positions
and understandings of historical events
should be subject to open debate, and in tone
and presentation none of the ads is outside
the bounds of vigorous discourse.
Nevertheless, on political grounds I person-
ally find each one of the ads and the posi-
tions they espouse to be reprehensible and
part of a larger agenda contrary to humane
values and social justice. Of course, if an edi-
tor agrees with the ads, there is no issue; but
for an editor who agrees with my character-
ization of the ads, is there an obligation to
publish them? Is it wise to publish them?

John Stuart Mill, in his classic work, On
Liberty, argued that society always benefits
from free speech. If the speech puts forward
right ideas, then the benefit to society is
apparent. But even if the ideas are false or
odious, society benefits. By suppressing such
views, wrote Mill, society loses "what is
almost as great a benefit, the clearer percep-
tion and livelier impression of the truth, pro-
duced by its collision with error." Consider
each of the three ads in turn.

The "right-to-life" supplement was full of
sensationalist claims about the supposed
horrors of abortion. Particularly objection-
able was the supplement's claim, contrary to
the preponderance of medical opinion, that
abortion increases the risks of breast cancer.
Would women have been protected from
such, misinformation if the supplement had
been rejected? Hardly. Anti-abortion
activists have been promoting this canard in
a wide variety of media. In two U.S. states, in
fact, they have gotten the legislature to
require that women seeking to terminate
their pregnancies be presented this informa-
tion as if it were fact, and similar bills are
pending in another fifteen states. (See Katha
Pollitt's column in The Nation, 16 April 2001.)
Had the supplement been rejected, women
would still be exposed to much anti-abortion
misinformation, usually without adequate
opportunity for pro-choice advocates to
reply. Here then was a chance for a college
newspaper to use the supplement as a
means to educate its readers by providing
space to critics of the ad to debunk its errors
and distortions. As Mill would recommend,
the best remedy for bad speech is not cen-
sorship, but more speech. In The Beacon's
case, critics were permitted to (and did)
write letters refuting the supplement, and
were offered (but did not accept) unlimited
free space to respond. Ideally, The Beacon
should have made this offer in advance of
the supplement's appearance, but its
approach here, I believe, was basically cor-
rect. Printing both the supplement and cri-
tiques of its claims better prepares the WPU
community for dealing with anti-abortion
propaganda than does rejecting the supple-
ment out of hand.

Bradley Smith's Holocaust denial ads are a
notorious mixture of error and half-truths.
But here too, suppression of the ads in cam-
pus newspapers would not prevent students
from being exposed to his noxious claims.
Such material is readily available on the
web, and when your search engine takes you
to a Holocaust denial site, there is no link
that says "click here for a refutation of this
nonsense." So if people are going to come
across Holocaust denial arguments anyway,
a newspaper can perform a valuable service
by using such an ad as an opportunity to
refute its pernicious arguments. Admittedly,
sometimes crackpot views have such a small
audience that to respond to them gives them

unwarranted attention. But Holocaust denial
has become a big enough enterprise that its
falsehoods need to be addressed (as is com-
pellingly done in Denying History
by Michael Shermer and Alex
Grobman, University of
California Press, 2000).
Accordingly, I would
argue that it makes sense
for a newspaper to
accept the ad.

However, if a paper
runs the ad without at
the same time con-
demning it editorially
or soliciting a
response, the paper in
my view fails to meet its
obligation. Even Worse is to
do what The Beacon did: print
a defense of its decision to run
the ad in which it chided crit-
ics for not wanting to read
unpleasant facts, thus
implicitly endors-
ing the ad's
shameful con-
tent. And when
The Beacon later
gave Bradley an
extended forum
to reply to his
critics, the implic-
it endorsement
was strengthened. The
Beacon, of course, has the right to provide a
forum to anyone it chooses, and its decision
to feature Bradley was clearly part of its feud
with the WPU administration. But to tweak
the administration by cozying up to
Holocaust deniers is ill-considered in the
extreme.

In focusing on the wisdom of The Beacon's
printing the ad, critics missed an opportuni-
ty to do some needed education. The ad, for
example, claimed that The Diary of Anne
Frank was fictitious. A letter-writer
expressed his outrage at this claim, but out-
rage will not prepare students for when—at
some other time and place—they are con-
fronted with the fact that indeed the pub-
lished work is not an unaltered rendition of
Anne's diary (see, for example, The New York
Times, 10 April 2001). Students need to know
that, yes, literary license was taken with
Anne's diary, on matters of religiosity and
family relationships, but, no, this doesn't
change the reality that her family had to go
into hiding, that she was ultimately captured
and sent to a disease-ridden concentration
camp where she died, and that millions of
other Jews were subjected to systematic
extermination. The best response to Smith's
fallacious arguments is confronting them
head-on; the best remedy for bad speech is,
again, more speech. Bringing Deborah
Lipstadt to campus was useful, but there still
should have been a detailed response in The
Beacon.

The Horowitz anti-reparations ad has not
been published at William Paterson but it
has appeared in various campus papers
around the country in the past few months.
The ad does far more than argue against a
particular public policy. It expresses abhor-
rent views. Horowitz argues, for example,
that blacks should be grateful for having
been brought to the United States as slaves
because today they are better off than
Africans in Africa. (Even ignoring the rea-
sons for why Africa is underdeveloped—
remember colonialism?—we might ask
Horowitz if he would endorse encouraging
the rich to kidnap poor children as a way to

make their lives better.) Horowitz further
states that the existence of a black middle
class proves that poor blacks have no one to

blame for their situation but themselves.
(Does Horowitz think the fact that
some Irish escaped the Great Famine
proves that those who didn't had
only themselves to blame?) And
Horowitz maintains that African
Americans owe more to whites
than vice versa because whites
freed them in the Civil Wan (Does
a man who has been -unjustly
imprisoned for thirty years owe
more to the government for final-
ly releasing him than the govern-
ment owes him for the wrongful
imprisonment? Do South African
blacks owe a larger debt to the

white minority for abolishing
apartheid than the

blacks are owed for
their decades of
horrendous suf-
fering?)

This is vile stuff
and, not surpris-

ingly, the Horowitz
ad has provoked

angry protests, aimed
both at Horowitz and the

papers that ran the ads. Such
protests are themselves part of

free speech (though in some cases the
offending papers have been stolen or
destroyed, which is not part of free speech).
Should the papers have run Horowitz's ad?
It seems to me that refusing to print the ad
will not protect students from racially obtuse
views. Horowitz's ad appeared on the wide-
ly-read Salon web-site, and similar argu-
ments are staples of conservative propagan-
da. Refusing Horowitz's ad does not prepare
students to address his sleazy, but frequent-
ly-heard, arguments. I think one good
approach to dealing with the ad was that
taken at Princeton University. There, the
paper accepted the ad, but at the same time
ran an editors' note calling the ad "an offen-
sive piece of work," inviting responses, and
stating that, because the editors "do not want
to profit from Horowitz's racism," they
would donate the money received from the
ad to a civil rights organization. Better still
would have been to have commissioned one
or more articles systematically debunking
Horowitz's arguments. Again, more speech.

To be sure, more speech is not the answer
to all free speech controversies. More speech
cannot address ethnic slurs or invasions of
privacy or sexual harassment. But especially
given today's information technology, there's
no way to keep offensive speech out of the
public domain. So in general our best course
will be not to try to suppress it, but to subject
it to withering criticism. •

Stephen R. Shalom got his Bachelor's degree
from M.I.T., his Master's from Northeastern,-
and his Ph.D. in Political Science from Boston
University. He began teaching at William
Paterson in 1977. He is the author of The United
States and the Philippines: A Study of
Neocolonialism (1981); Imperial Alibis:
Rationalizing U.S. Intervention After the Cold War
(South End Press, 1993); editor of Socialist
Visions (South End Press, 1984); and co-editor
of The Philippines Reader (South End Press,
1987). He is on the editorial boards of the
Bulletin of Concerned Asian Scholars and New
Politics, and writes for Z Magazine.

Editor's Note: I am pleased to publish Prof.
Shalom's opinion piece, and encourage faculty
and students to submit work for publication next
fall. Email submissions to:
beacon@student.wpunj,edu —Ed.
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WPU Wastes
Electricity

Editor:

This letter is regarding electricity that appears to be
wasted on our campus. Being a resident, I observe
that a lot of dorm suites are buzzing with electrici-
ty. More often times than not, all possible light fix-
tures are on, as well as the television, computer and
even the stereo. Is all of this really necessary? Let's
multiply one typical room by twenty-five or more
rooms on one floor. Don't forget that there are usu-
ally three or more floors within a dorm building.
Think about the amount of energy that is wasted by
just one person, let alone an entire building.

Energy is wasted in other campus buildings, as
well. Hallways everywhere burn the midnight oil,
literally. Bathroom lights are on continuously, and it
amazes me that at 3 a.m., the Science building is lit
up like a Christmas tree. Yet for some reason, there
are no streetlights illuminating College Road near
the Wayne General section.

I know not everyone is to blame for energy waste.
It's also true that many of the lights on campus are
fluorescent, which is more environmentally effi-
cient, but the matter still exists that fuel is wasted
and power plants are releasing toxic gases. Need
I mention California and its ever-growing power
outages? Next time you leave your room, ask your-
self if you really need your TV blaring and your
lights aglow.

Michelle Feehan

Editor's Response: It is no wonder that tuition keeps sky-
rocketing—it's all those unnecessary lights illuminating
building interiors all night long. The Student Center has all
its lights ablaze 24 hours daily. Even during winter break
when the building was "closed," nearly every light zvas fired
up. Multiply the energy cost factors times the number of
hours facilities like the Student Center keep the lights on and
you have tens of thousands of dollars in ivaste every year.
William Paterson University sure is making a difference: the
administrative "experts" ivaste more electricity than any
other institution in-America. But they are too busy trying to
pay number crunchers in College Hall to figure out where
all the money is going. Maybe your letter will shine some
light on their baffled minds. I think there is a better possibil-
ity of hell freezing over. —Ed.

Beacon Needs
More Females
Editor:

I am pleased to see that your newspaper has
about an equal amount of male and female writ-
ers. I also noticed that your newspaper seems to
be fairly exciting and interesting to read for your
male audience as well as your female audience.
There is one concern, however; I noticed that all
of your editors are male. Could it be that no
women applied for these positions or is it because
they just weren't qualified? If it was the latter, is it
because they really weren't qualified or is it
because you don't feel women can handle jobs in
higher positions?

Now, don't think I'm saying you're sexist; like I
said, your newspaper is fairly geared to both
sexes, it's just that in my Women's Changing
Roles class we discussed how women in the work
place are rarely in high positions. I always
thought that this wasn't true but when I saw that
all the editors in this newspaper are male, it made
me think differently. As a result, I want to find out
the true reason for the lack of women editors at
The Beacon.

If you can enlighten me on this question 1 would
appreciate it very much and so will my class. We
are writing letters to learn how to change discus-
sion into action. I would also like to receive a
reply preferably by April 24, 2001 in order to
share the response with the class.

Thank you for taking the time to read this letter.
Please don't take offense to my letter, I'm just try-
ing to find out the reason for the lack of women
editors at The Beacon.

Biagio Fagliarulo
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Beacon Female
Responds

Ryan L. Caiazzo, Editor-in-Chief of
The Beacon, received a letter from
Biagio Pagliarulo stating an apprecia-
tion for the fact that The Beacon has a
diverse writing staff of about equal -
numbers of males and females and
that The Beacon appears to be fair on
topics of interest for male as well as
female readers.

Pagliarulo's disturbing concern,
however, is that there are "no female
editors." This is a false statement that
any reader could easily verify by
reading the staff box on page three of
every issue. Alii Chavanon, Diversity
Editor; Joelle Caputa, Environmental
Editor; and Jennifer Sinclair,
Assistant Diversity Editor are all
female. This means that one third of
the editorial board is female.

The information contained in the let-
ter is insulting to the newspaper, to
me and to Ryan, who created such
positions for these young women
because they were interested in
becoming editors and were qualified.
While I may not be an editor I am the
business manager for The Beacon and
am responsible for overseeing a near-
ly $100,000 budget. I am female, and
also a non-voting member of the edi-
torial board.

The Beacon does not discriminate on
any basis whatsoever; rather, The
Beacon has more diversity in its mem-
bership than most clubs or organiza-
tions on campus, and certainly more
than William Paterson's own admin-
istration. Anyone who puts forth a
commitment to The Beacon can be an
editor or be promoted or elected to
any position if he or she demon-

strates the enthusiasm, skills and atti-
tude to accomplish whatever organi-
zational goals he or she has.

The atmosphere at The Beacon is like a
family; we are protective of our own.
Working at The Beacon and being part
of the family here has boosted my
self-esteem and outlook on life as a
non-traditional and handicapped
female student. Ryan treats everyone
fairly and respectfully at The
Beacon—without regard to our beau-
tiful tapestry of diversity that spans
all cultures, races, languages, sexual
orientations, religions and other dif-
ferentiating characteristics—and his
tone is echoed throughout the entire
family. The Beacon has been both sup-
portive and nurturing to me, and I
am proud to be part of such a family.

The fact that 2/3 of our editorial
board is male is only by happen-
stance of birth. Perhaps the lack of
female applicants or aspiring editors
accounts for the only slightly dispro-
portionate ratio of males to females
on the editorial board.

Lastly, The Beacon takes ANY student
or faculty member who in some way
wants to contribute to the production
of the newspaper. No matter what
the interest, talent or desire, The
Beacon can use as much help as those
who wish to give it. And whether
you have male or female genitalia is
your own business.

Susan Ashworth
FEMALE
Business Manager
The Beacon

Wayne Hall Food
Not That Bad
Recently, students have been com-
plaining about the quality of food at
Wayne Hall. Though I agree that it
is not, say, my mom's homemade
macaroni and cheese, I do not think
the food is as bad as people say it is.
Usually, the turkey burgers are safe
because they always taste the same.
The fruit is fresh. When I was a
freshman three years ago, the food
was a lot worse.

Now they have friendlier staff mem-
bers, not to mention more variety,

and better quality in the food that is
served. In the past, a student could
only have one entree at a time. For
example, the servers would only give
you one piece of chicken even if you
asked for two. Now you can have
more than one piece at a time. To
accommodate students, the salad bar
has been moved three times. In con-
clusion, I would like to say that, over-
all, the "Stall" has improved.

Gina Mpffitt
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The Beacon
300 Pompton Rd.

SC310
Wayne, NJ 07470
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ARIES (March 21 to April 19)
Problems begin to affect rela-
tionships, both personal and
professional. Act now to shore
up those weak foundations,
before it all comes crashing
down around you.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20)
Take a break from all that
hard work. There's nothing
like some well-earned fun and
games to charge up those
Bovine batteries and send
you back fully energized and
ready to go.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20)
Deception can sometimes
affect perception. You should
take a longer, deeper look at
what you're being offered.
Things might not be quite
what you first thought they
were.
CANCER: (June 21 to July
22) A friend's loyalty suddenly
comes into question. But
before you rush to judgment,
listen to what he or she has
to say. This could be an •
important learning lesson for
you.
LEO (July 23 to August 22)
The time has come lor.you to

set things right. Your courage
will help you meet the difficult
challenge ahead. Others will
be inspired by your actions
and rally to support you.
VIRGO (August 23 to
September 22) A stubborn
insistence that your way is
the only way to solve prob-
lems could make things
worse than they are. Open
your mind to suggestions
from others.
LIBRA (September 23 to
October 22) A close associate
reveals a secret that could
affect an upcoming decision.
Rely on your natural instinct
to weigh everything carefully
to help you get through this
dilemma.
SCORPIO (October 23 to
November 21)
Congratulationsl Your deci-
sion to take action to deal
with a long-simmering situa-
tion in the workplace begins
to pay off. A family member
has some good news.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22
to December 21) You still
need to persuade your part-
ner that you're sincere in

Salome s
Stars

wanting to save this relation-
ship. Remember:
Performance speaks louder
than promises.
CAPRICORN (December 22
to January 19) A disappoint-
ment in the workplace can be
a blessing in disguise. Take
another look at your goals
and see if this is the path you
really want to follow.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to
February 18) Avoid winding
up in the middle of an
unpleasant family situation by
reassuring your cantankerous
kinfolk that you love them all,
but that you won't take sides.
PISCES (February 19 to
March 20) A successful work-
place move begins to pay off
with offers of new opportuni-
ties. Some might come with
strings attached. Check them
all carefully before deciding.

BORN THIS WEEK: You love
to entertain. You appreciate
fine food and elegant sur-
roundings. You're happiest
when you make other people
feel good about themselves.

Last week's crossword puzzle answer

We are looking for:

Writers
• Cartoonists

Photographers
Graphic Designers
Advertising Sales
Nude Dancers
Circulation Distributors
Administrative Assistants
Popcorn Chefs

Email: beacon@student.wpunj.edu
Phone: 973-720-3264

300 Pompton Rd.
Student Center 310
Wayne, NJ 07470

Beacon Eras sward
ACROSS

1 "Dracula"
prop'

6 — mignon
11 Roast beet

au —
14 Enjoy the

Alps
17 Tropical

treat
19 Classical

hunk?
21 A Turner
22 Another

Turner
23 Toed the

line
24 Start of a

remark by
38 Across

27 Prom wear
28 Idle
30 Fury
31 "Garfleld"

cartoonist
32 Shalit or

Siskel
33 Ned of

"Deliverance"
37 Stir up
38 Speaker of

remark
41 Carrey title

start
42 Windmill

part
43 Violinist

Mischa
44 Singsr

51 Bodybuilder 9 1 " — I I a
Charles Pity?" ('70

5 2 " — Show" song)
('94 film) 92 Got older

53 Private 94 Part 3 of
pension remark

54 Robert of 98 Yearned
"Qulncy, 101 Titanla's
M.E." hubby

55 Restive 103 "Java" man?
57 Trumpeter 104 Tom of

Berigan 'Adam's
58 Explorer Rib"

Hedin 105 Woody herb
59'68 Tom 106 With 107

Jones hit Down,
61 Shatter "Chocolat"
63 —suit actress
64 Part 2 of 107 Kimono

remark closer
69 Raid 110 End of
71 Sinuous remark

dances 116 Lite some
72 Jihad recordings
75 Verve 118 Out —limb
76 Posada of 119 Gumshoe

baseball 120 Update a
78 Thin story

porridge 121 Ida of "The
80Thurmanof Sea Wolf"

"The 122 Fashion
Avengers" monogram

81 Deighton or 123 Symbol of
Dawson sturdlness

82 Blows away 124 "Jane Eyre"

45 Cab
concoction

49 Aquatic
animal

83 Isaac's
mom

85 Remove
varnish

87 Lug
89 Morning

moisture
90 Comic

Sherman

character
125 Murcla

mister

DOWN
1 Primer

pooch
2 Forbidden
3 Summit

4 Kyser or
Starr

5 Ornamental
opening

6 Comic Joey
7 Wedding

words
8 "Hulk"

Ferrigno
9 SASE, e.g.

10 Mowry of
"Sister,
Sister

11 Be in
accord

12 Luau
instrument

13 Rarely
14 Martin or

McQueen
15 Actor Sorbo
16 What i.e.

stands for
18 Hersey

setting
20 Tizzy
25 Strive
26 Whlttier's

feet
29 Buddhist

movement
32 Merriment
33 Beer

storage?
34 Humorist

Bombeck
35 Cry of

concern
36 Dress size
37 Uke a

peach
38 Photo finish
39 Narrow-

minded

40 One of the 83 Disparage
Marches 84 Palo —,

41 Rub out CA
42 Nullify 86 Cast
44 Swindle 88 Scout rank
46 Sausage 90 Presidential

type nickname
47 Precinct 93 Trattoria
48 Lack treat
50 Bendix role 95 Heifer or
5 1 " — Breaky hen

Heart" 96 Last
('92 hit) 97 Telesdbpe

52 Wharf sighting
56 Prepare to 98 Croce's Mr.

feather? Brown
57 Seeks 99 "Hee Haw"

change? host Buck
58 Fluctuate 100 Mount
60 Tenor Everest's

Kozlovsky locale
61 Peevishness 101 Absent
62 Genetic 102 Grumpy guy

105 Singer
Springfield

10SAIzadoof
football

107 See 106
Across

108 Pro —
(free)

109 Perpetual
• lab

assistant
111 Soho snack
112 PBS

benefactor
113 Accounting

Info
63 Vends
65 Flung
66 Warm

embraces
67 "No dlcel"
68 Farm

tool
69 Crafter's

cloth
70 Toast

topper
73 —acid
74 All ears
76 Too

experienced abbr.
77 Had bills 114 Tiny
78 Bit of a

beach
79 Be

bombastic

115"—of You"
('84 hit)

117 Tarzan"
extra

-J
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Jacob Ctn-ctoux
Insider Editor

What is the future of
hip-hop? Where is hip-
hop going? If you ask
the average main-
stream music listener,

you might get some really silly answers.
"The future of hip-hop is in bands like Limp
Bizkit, Crazy Town, and Linkin Park!" Uh-
uh, no it isn't. "Artists" who fake a style and
attitude they know absolutely nothing about for
monetary gain is not where hip-hop is going.
"The future of hip-hop is in Jiggy/Gangsta
rap." Nope. That shit's already been done,

and I'm sorry to tell you, nobody will ever be
able to do it as well as Biggie and Pac did.
So, where does that leave us? What might
some real hip-hop fans say? Who out there
will continue to carry the torch and keep all the
elements alive? Scratching? Breaking?
Graffiti? Rhymin'? It would seem that most of
the artists being pushed on mainstream radio
and Mtv aren't keeping the elements in hip-
hop. Hip-hop culture was meant to be a lot of
things, but sexism, homophobia, racism, and
anti-semitism weren't any of them. Hip-hop
was not started as an exclusivist form of
music. It encompassed people of all races,
religions, sexes, and nationalities. You lived it,
or you didn't. Simple as that.

But hip-hop lost it's course somewhere.

Maybe it was the introduction of money into a
world that had previously been void of a finan-
cial future. Perhaps it was the influx of subur-
ban kids who chose to live their lives vicari-
ously through urban tales, constantly begging
for more. Who knows? But contrary to some
opinions, not the entire hip-hop world went
astray. There were/are still plenty of great hip-
hop artists alive in the underground, and every
once in a while, the mainstream allows one of
these artists that actually have something to
say to emerge briefly to set the world straight.
Just think about the Roots video for "What
They Do," actually being played on Mtv and
BET, two stations that play the very videos the
Roots were attacking. What about the emer-
gence of the Rawkus artists, like Mos Def,
Talib Kweli, Company Flow, and Pharoahe
Monch. How about the fact that Common
blew up in 2000, and Del is still killing us softly
every time he gets on a track. (PS-Watch out
for the Gorillaz, their shit is gonna be sick)

And what about the old-school love that •
Jurassic Five bring to the mix. To find out
about that sound, and see where hip-hop real-
ly is at, I checked out Jurassic Five at the
Bowery Ballroom in New York, and sat down
with one of their MC's, Chali 2nato talk about
hip-hop, J5, touring, fame, where he got his
name (A Beacon exclusive), and a whole
host of other things. But before I get to the
interview, let me say that the J5 show was one
of the best shows I've ever attended. Here's a
little taste.

Self-Scientific, who hail from California,
opened the show. The duo came out on stage
and really got the crowd hyped, rhyming about
fake hip-hop and definitely keeping it tight.
After they left, Bowery Ballroom was blessed
by a legend, Supernatural. He has been
called the best freestyler of all time, and with
good reason. Supernat came out and rocked
an entire freestyle set, playing off of the
crowd, and being backed by DJ Nu-Mark of
Jurassic Five. Some of the highlights of his

repertoire were
a track titled
"The MC and
the Lightman,"
which is pretty
self-explanatory,
"3 MC's," in
which he
freestyled in the
voice and style
of three famous
MC's, the high-
light being his
Biggie imper-
sonation in
which he stated
"Fuck Puffy,
and I want to
stab Shyne"
igniting the
crowd into a

roar. Supernatural also rocked a freestyle in
which he made rhymes from three random
words from the crowd. The fact that he made
Perpendicular, Ethereal, and
Onomatopoeia fit perfectly into
verses is a testament to his abili-
ties. To close his set,
Supernatural asked the crowd to
hold up objects from their pockets
and bags, and then he proceeded
to grab these objects and
freestyle about them. These
objects included a tampon, a
camera, a copy of, "Catcher in
the Rye," a condom, and a Green
Lantern ring.

After Supernatural came the X-
ecutionors (X-men), who have
collectively been called the four
best DJ's in hip-hop. They
stunned the crowd with acrobatic
moves and insane new tech-
niques, and led by Rob Swift, let
the whole place know that
turntablism has come a long way,
and still has plenty of fertile
ground ahead. Their set definitely
got the crowd hyped and ready
for J5, who did not disappoint,
with a long set, that included both old and new
tracks. They closed their set with an incredible
freestyle session, in which they were joined by
all of the MC's who had played the show, as
well as Busy Bee, Rob Swift (who attempted
to rhyme, and had a lot of fun), and
Supernatural, who closed the session and the
show, of course. The freestyle session was so
sweet that after it was done, DJ Cut Chemist,
came up to the front of the stage, grabbed a
mic, and asked for a copy from anyone who
bootlegged the show on video.

Now with the show review out of the way,
here is the interview with Chali from Jurassic
Five, who happened to be one of the nicest,

friendliest, people I've
had the pleasure of
interviewing.
l=The Insider
C=Chali 2na
1-First off, why did J5
decide to do a college
tour? (most of the
shows on the current
J5 tour are on college
campuses).
C-A lot of the cats that
are extreme fans of
ours are college stu-
dents. We thought it
would be cool to hit
the campuses where
there's a lot of stress
involved in everyday
life, as far as home-
work, getting good
grades, pursuit of your
degree, tests and
finals, and things of
that nature. And a lot
of people just want to
relieve that stress,

and we've always known that when we do
concerts at colleges that the response from
people is always a lot more intense. We never
really focused on it, so we decided, "Let's try
to do a college tour." It's not all colleges, we
are playing a couple club dates too, but they
are clubs that are oriented towards the college
crowd.
[-What was it like being on the Warped Tour
this past year?
C-lt was a definite learning experience. It was
cool. We had ups and downs too, out of 42,
43 shows that we did, five of them were cats
that didn't want to listen to rap and recognize
the fact that it's all in the same pot. So maybe
five of the show got really crazy, but the rest
of them were incredible. And it was just an
honor to be next to big bands like Green Day,
y'know, Tre Cool, big shout to that cat, he
would come to the bus and holla at us about
the industry. He was just a regular cat to us,
not some superstar. That cat Coby from Papa
Roach, all those kinda cats were really inspi-
rational

I-Any other bands, besides Green Day, that ;

you really liked/got along with on the tour?
C-NoFx, man, that dude Eric is amazing, and
Hefe, them cats is cool. Who else did I like? I
liked the Toleda Show, they were amazing.
Those were, right off the bat, my favorites,
right there. I liked the Donnas, they were
dope.
I-Now that you guys are blowing up on Mtv, ;

M2 and the radio, how have the shows/reac-
tions been different?
C-The only difference is that a lot more people
are coming, which is cool. That's basically it.
It's always a party, always just a situation
where we're out there to entertain, have fun,
and make sure the people are having fun.
That's really the only difference is that there
are a lot more people. A lot more diverse
crowd.
I-Any stresses related to that, or is it all love
and you guys are just all happy about it?
C-Yeah, I think we're happy about it. I think
the only stress is that we are just hoping that
we are successful in trying to get the sound to
the mainstream level. Not trying to succumb to
what is mainstream, but to try and make main-
stream what it is that we do. To make that kind
of opening, if possible. But that's the only
stress, but it's not a stress where we're stress-
ing like, "Oh my God, this is something we
have to do." We're just accepting whatever
inspiration is put in front of us and trying to
deal with it.
l-l heard that J5 got into an accident during
the Warped Tour and you were the only mem-
ber that got hurt? What happened? Are you all
right?
C-Yeah, I just got my head bashed a little
something. It was pretty bad, actually. But I'm
straight, man, by God's grace. It was a beauti-
ful experience for me, in the sense that I was
able to come out of it alive and on a mission.



I-Does anyone in J5 play an instrument?
C-Well, none of the MC's, per se. Akil pro-
duces, but off of some drum machine type
stuff. Nu-Mark is the only one who who plays
an instrument. He plays the drums, and
attempts to play damned near everything you
put in front of him. Cut Chemist had piano
lessons back in the day, I think he can play
piano. That's about it, I can play the kazoo.
I-Are you actually a member of Ozomatli or
do you just join up with them sometimes,
when you can?
C-lt's a little bit of both. I mean, we (Chali and
Cut Chemist) were there to help form it, to
help build it, and it's like an open-door type of
thing. If you're ever able to catch an Ozomatli
show in Los Angeles, you'll see the band is
extremely bigger, a lot more people there. So,
it's whatever we can do to help at the time.
I-Are Ozomatli recording a new album? If so,
are you going to be on it?
C-Yeah, they are recording a new album, and
I'm not sure if I'm going to be on it. As of now,
I don't know what the deal is, we're trying to
work it out. But I've heard a lot of stuff and it is
amazing. The world should be prepared.
I-Have you ever done any other guest work,
besides Black Eyed Peas and Ozomatli?'
C-Yeah, I just did two songs with this cat from
London named Roots Manuva, I did some
stuff with Long Beach Dub All Stars, it's a
collaboration that features Ides from
Delinquent Habits, the reggae singer Half-
Pint, the reggae singer Tippa Irie, and myself.
I did some stuff with Swollen Members, right
now I'm trying to work on some stuff with that
cat Paul Oakenfold over in Europe. I'm doing
some stuff with that cat Mighty Mi from Smut

Peddlers. It's really all about the music, if
people are inviting me to get onto something,
if there's and opportunity to be expressive,
then I try to take it.
I-When is J5 recording again?
C-We're recording now, in and out, when
we're not on tour. We're just slowly trying to
put the album together, so that when it comes
time to actually do it, we'll be well into it, if not
done. We're just taking our time and experi-
menting with new styles and trying different
combinations, that we didn't try before.
I-Who are some of your favorite artists that
you've toured with? Any artists that it would be

a dream to tour with?
C-I'm not gonna front, damn near every tour
we've done, as far as the people, has been
fun. Fiona Apple, even though she didn't talk
to us as much, it's the experience of it all, I got
to know her band and I got to know her crowd
and her music when I wasn't really a fan of
hers at first. Santana, Sean Lennon,
Common, all the hip-hop lovers. There's so
many different people, I can't really think of a
bad experience when it came to the people
we've toured with. As far as who I want to go
on tour with, whoever will have us. But it's
also fun to be able to dictate your own situa-
tion, like we did with the Word of Mouth Tour
with Dilated Peoples, the Beat Junkies,
Supernatural, and stuff like that.
I-Tell me about your videos. Who comes up
with the concepts? J5? The director?
C-For "Quality Control," we were on the Fiona
Apple tour, brainstorming, "How can we come
up with some crazy shit for our video?" And it
is what you see, basically everybody pitched
in ideas, and we shot those ideas to the direc-
tor, Jeff Richter, and he had a couple ideas
too, and he just ran with it. The second video,
we didn't really have too much to do, as far as
ideas are concerned, it was just an attempt to
show our live stage show, the live element of
what we do, and I think it came out cool, but it
didn't get a lot of play. For, "The Influence," we
basically sat down with Marcos Viegas and
shared ideas, and just collaborated. It's
always fifty percent or more us, 'cause only
we know what we'd like to see.
l-"The Influence" is a great video. It's great
how people might not get what's happening
the first time, and then they get it.

C-Thanks a lot, man. You were able
to catch that, that's cool. That's what
we were trying to do, make it subtle,
so right off you're thinking, 'That's
cool." Then you see it again, and
you're like "Damn! Wait a minute,
what are they doing?!?"
I-What are some of your influences?
C-ln life, I've got a strong belief in
God. I'm a Muslim, so God influences
me to the fullest. I'm a firm believer
that a path is chosen for us, and that
we just walk into it, and I'm definitely
grateful for my path. So that's a defi-
nite influence. My second influence in
life is of course, my son and my wife,
they are just like appendages to me.
So the things that I do affect them, so
I have to watch what I'm doing and
try to do things that affect the whole
positive end. Musically, I'm always
intrigued by anything, like how some-
body might have done a melody or a
drum pattern. In whatever style of
music, I love Salsa, some Reggae,

some Dancehall, some Cumbia, some Hip-
Hop, some R&B, some Jazz, some Soul, I'm
inspired by music period. I always try to find
something good in it, because I know there is
something there. Even like, how people try to
get down on Gangsta rap. Like say, someone
like Jay-2, and I might not be into what he's
talking about, but the dude can rhyme, and I
feel him, cause I MC myself. That's what I
look for in everybody out there, because
music is like a language that brings all of us
on this earth together, in some form or fash-
ion. We don't have to speak the same lan-
guage, but we can like the same shit. When I

look at music like that, it lets me see shit in a
bigger picture.
I-What's the future of hip-hop? Is hip-hop
dead?
C-Man, watch out for Roots Manuva, he's
amazing. Watch out for Supernatural, amaz-
ing, Hip-hop'll never die. Did Jazz die? Did
Rock and Roll die, like how they say? No, it
didn't die', it just built up on itself, it expanded,
it hybrided, it did all kinds of shit, and that's
what hip-hop is doing, it'll never die. I'm not
worried about that. I just know that people
need to have a broader understanding of it,
though, and be willing to open their minds,
wider than they already have, to see that it's
not dead, to see that there's a lot of groups
coming at them with amazing shit. You know,
they got to see that. A lot of people aren't see-
ing that, they're just looking at the surface
cause we're getting spoon fed by Mtv, and all
these other people telling them what's cool
and what ain't. You might not
think that's cool, you might like
something else. They're
screaming you got a choice
and all, but that's bullshit.
I-Where did you get the name
Jurassic Five? (Chali jokingly
asked me to tell him where I
thought they got the name,
before he would answer-l was-
n't even close.)

C-After we (Rebels of Rhythm
and Unity Committee) came
together and did our first song,
I played it for my son's mom,
and she listened to it and said,
"You think ya'll sound like the
Fantastic Five, but it's more
like the Jurassic Five," trying to
make a joke. And I was just like "Oh my God,
that shit just fits us." Because what came to
my mind when she said that was, "Man, in
Jurassic Park, they told an old mosquito that
drank some blood from a dinosaur and
brought that era back to this day and age, and
that era clashed, and basically it rejected
itself." But basically that's what we do. We
bring the style of hip-hop that we fell in love
with, when we fell in love with rap. And the
fundamentals that we learned therein, we're
trying to bring those back to this day and age,
and we are clashing with a lot of things out
there. So that's why we adapted the name
Jurassic Five. It's a nostalgic thing. It's paying
homage and it's returning favors at the same
time.

I-Now, where did you get your name? (Once
again, Chali asked me tell him my theory first-
this time I was a little closer)
C-Let me tell you the truth. Around the time
when I was growing up, Starkist and the other
tuna brands were playing those commercials,
like-singing-"Got the best tuna, Chicken of the
Sea," and all that shit. You remember those
commercials, right? Unless you're way
younger than me, how old are you, dude?
I-I'm21.
C-Yeah, you're way younger than me. I'm 30,
so those commercials were huge when I was
a shorty. And I'm Charles Jr., and my father's
nickname when he was coming up was
Peewee. One day we were watching commer-
cials and he was like, "That's
what I'm gonna start calling
you; I'm gonna call you Tuna."
So, I'm living in Chicago and
hating this shit, hating it. Every
time, "Tuna!!" I was just telling
Akil, cause he grew up in LA,
and I grew up in Chicago, in
the summertime it gets dark
late, and if you live in the com-
plex, you could stay out in the
front. As long as you're in the
front, you could stay out late, 2-
3 in the morning. If your mom
could see you from the window,
you were cool. But my father
would come to the window and
be like, "Tuna! Bring your ass
in the house!" And all my

homies would hear that shit, and they would
start calling me that and they would start
clowning me, and I hated that shit. And basi-
cally, around the neighborhood I was Tuna. I
was always trying to change my name on
some hip-hop shit, to other shit. I just couldn't
ever find my name. So, I moved from Chicago
to LA when I was sixteen, thinking I escaped
that shit. "Ohh, done deal. I'm back, I can
regroup and turn myself into somebody else."
You know, that whole identity crisis that you go
through in high school. My mom moved out
here and said that shit in front of one of my
friends, and it was on again. I was never able
to escape it. I couldn't escape it, so I
embraced it. Did you get all that?
I-Yeah.
C-Alright, I never really exposed that shit, so
you're the first.
I-AII right, I'll make sure it's an exclusive.
C-Exclusive, word (laughing)

I-Did you ever think of calling up Starkist Tuna
and getting some kind of deal?
C-Yeah, I thought about that, but it's like I'm
cool cause as easy as i could ask them is as
easy as they could go, "Yo, we want you to
stop using that. Change your name." So,
thank God, I ain't get big enough to attach to
their radar yet. Hopefully, in the next couple of
albums we do, we will get that big, and if they
come at me talking that shit, then I'll just say
alright, and I could still be me, like how Biggie
was. When they made him change his name
from Biggie Smalls to Notorious BIG, and
everybody still knew him as Biggie.
I-Any closing comments?
C-You didn't ask me if I wanted to be rich or
not. Nah, I'm just playing.
I-Hey, do you want to be rich?
C-Yeah, sure.
I-But would you change your music to be rich.
C-No, no, no.
1-So you don't want to be rich that badly, then.
C-No, I've struggled before, I could struggle
again. Hopefully, instead of changing our
music to get rich, we can change music to get
rich.

-All photos by Jacob Claveloux
-Additional Interview Help From Robert

j . Meyer
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I'm not a practicing
Catholic, but on April 24,1
was thanking God for Spiritual
Machines. It was the promo-
tion of this album that brought
Our Lady Peace to Irving Plaza for
two sold out shows. Spiritual
Machines is the band's fourth
album, highly influenced by Ray •
KurtzweiPs book, "The Age of
Spiritual Machines—When
Computers Exceed Human
Intelligence." The tour for the
album's release finally brought the
band back to America.

I first saw Our Lady Peace when
they were opening for Third Eye
Blind with Eve 6, way back in
1997.1 went to that show with three
of my friends, all of whom left their
seats during the Canadian rocker's
set. However, I stayed and watched
the band in awe. They totally capti-
vated me with their unconventional
sound. Vocalist, Raine Maida's
voice simply blew me away. Their
performance that night led me to
buy their diamond selling release
that year, Clumsy. Soon, I was
hearing the hit tracks "Superman's
Dead" and "Clumsy" on the radio,
but that's as much success the
band had, They never blew up like I
expected.

When OLP released "Happiness...Is Not
A Fish That You Can Catch," in 1999,1
thought for sure their artistically creative
sound would appeal to the musically appre-
ciative in America. But the only songs I saw
videos for were, "One Man Army" and, "Is
Anybody Home?," and I guess those didn't
break them either.

This leads me to say that most
Americans wouldn't know good
music if it bit them in the ass. In
2000, the Summersault Tour con-
quered Canada with the
Smashing Pumpkins, Foo
Fighters, A Perfect Circle and
the Deftones all opening for Our
Lady Peace. Six years ago, the
band opened for Jimmy Page
and Robert Plant. Now, here
they are with American Hi-Fi,
playing venues that upcoming
acts are booked at, while they
should be playing Giants
Stadium. This did not stop them
from putting; on an unforgettable
show, though.

"For the first time, this doesn't feel like a
New York crowd, it feels like and Our Lady
Peace crowd," Maida told the audience
after the first few songs. He continued, "I
said this last night, but it's even more so
tonight." "Are you with us enough to give
us your souls tonight? To get rid of the bar-
riers everyone makes and sing your New
York asses off?," he asked. Apparently the
crowd was because they were singing

along to every word and Maida even
let them take over whole verses on a
few occasions. What totally amazed

me was that the entire show there were
only two crowd surfers that passed by me-
both female. Here's a band with no visible
tattoos or piercing, but still hard core rock
stars who draw fans that are actually
focused on their performance the entire
show.

Behind drummer, Jeremy Taggart, was a
video screen
that periodi-

say, you are
fuckin" unbeliev-
able. This is a real-
ly special tour. We
feel like we have
family in each city."

During the
encore, the crowd
was yelling for one
song in particular,
which caught
Maida's attention.
As a result, they
added "Thief" to
the set list. I've
been mentioning
the front man's
name a lot, but he
is just an
amazing singer to
watch. He is visibly
feeling what he is
singing, so much
that at times I
noticed he didn't
even blink. After
the last song, he
came down on the
floor and shook hands with the front row,
before walking off stage. He left guitarist
Mike Turner, bassist Duncan Coutts and
Taggart on stage for a final jam in the spot-
light.

Before their set, Boston's American Hi-Fi
rocked out. They performed songs from
their debut CD, including "Surround," "My
Only Enemy," "Another Perfect Day" and
"Flavor of the Weak." During their set,
someone from backstage was fooling
around, throwing pretzels at them, which
they laughed at. They said if they sucked
tonight, it was cause their sound check
today sucked. Anyway, the crowd still dug

them. At the end of
the last song, lead
singer, Stacy Jones,
jumped on the drum
set while playing his
guitar and then
landed back on
stage. This is the
second time I've
seen them and I
can say that they
have moved up in
the world because
they no longer
move their own
equipment.

Speaking of
the stage, at the
end of the concert, I
was given Our Lady
Peace's set list. It
included a mix of all
their albums. On it
were the following
songs, in the order
they were played:
"Middle of
Yesterday," "Right

Behind You (Mafia)," "Automatic Flowers,"
"Superman's Dead,1' "Naveed," "Car
Crash," "Are You Sad," "If You Believe," "In
Repair," "Is Anybody Home?," "Clumsy,"
"One Man Army,"" Birdman," "Everyone's a
Junkie," "Life" (their current single), "4AM,"
"Julia"( with a ? next to it), and "Starseed."
"I'll give you $4 for that," a random guy
propositioned me, as I held it in my hands.
I took a look at all that money and said
"Sorry," as if I would ever consider letting
go of it.

cally brought Spiritual
Machines cover art,
designed by the band, to
life. Maida payed tribute to
Kurtzweil, calling him a
genius inventor and a real-
ly smart man. He also
noted that what the author
wrote about is kind of hap-
pening now. Some tracks
on the band's CD are spo-
ken word from the text.
Take, for example, "The
year is 2029. The
machines will convince us
that they are conscious.
That they have their own
agenda worthy of our
respect. They will embody
human qualities and claim
to be human and we'll
believe them." A few of
these tracks were played
live before songs.

A highlight of the show
was when Maida went up
on a raised platform, giving
the fans in the balcony a
pleasant surprise. At the
end of the song, he knelt
down, rested his chin on
his fist and just smiled. He
said," I don't know what to

William Paterson University
Student Film Festival

Friday, May 11th @ 5pm
Saturday, May 12th @ 1pm
Hobart Hall Screening Room [Rm. 140)
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Refreshments i
For more info contact:
THE STUDENT FILM ASSOCIATION

__ sfafiims@vahoo.com
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Jon TummiRo

The Insider

Ah,
Spring
Fest- the
excuse to

get off your computer chair
and from your Snood to
publicly drink yourself into
an alcoholic oblivion. By
the time music fest rolled
around, I got pretty used to
walking around mounds of
garbage and thousands of
students chanting about
missing classes and getting
wasted. I was pretty sick of
it, to be quite honest.. If it
weren't for the finality of
Willy Pat's showcase of
The Nerds, I would have
been mislead into the glory that is Spring Fest. Thank you,
Nerds, for playing Metallica and saving my outlook on the
whole week. You made it completely worth it. In the
future, when I am forty-three years old and stumbling
around the New Jersey shore in a drunken stupor, I will be
sure to go see the Nerds at any cost so that I can always
recount an image that made a bright and warm week of
my college life memorable. With all of the horrible music
that I heard at Spring Fest, I had to get away this weekend
to listen to some cds- and yes, to review them as well.

I think the expres-
sion is "killing two birds
with one stone," but I am
killing three here. To get
straight to the point and to
keep this piece wonderfully
small, I first introduce Kung
Fu Record's AntiFreeze with
their debut album Four Letter
Words. In September of '99,
these guys were invited to
play some shows with Jon's
favorite band "The Atari's"
and they immediately
clicked. Kris Roe (Ataris
singer) agreed to produce
their debut and the result is
14 high quality tear jerking
pop punk tracks reminiscent

of their Kung Fu mentors (no, not "the"
Mentors) and others like MxPx and Blink
182. It was immediately a perfect fit for
the Kung Fu roster and the band was so
stoked they decided to move to California,
stalk the Ataris, and write more songs
about what is really important to them:
chicks, chicks, and chicks. "Four Letter
Words" represents the fruits of a long
search for a new band to follow in the
footsteps of the Ataris. As demos poured
in, Kung Fu enlisted the Ataris help to
pick the perfect band. "They have to write
great songs!" "They have to be cute!"
"They have to tour their asses off!" You
know how it goes- and here they are on
the Kung Fu roster- AntiFreeze. If you like
Ataris, you will love these guys.

Next in my three CD disc changer that I
don't even fucking own lies Dynamite Boy (another band
like AntiFreeze based originally out of Texas). In the vein
of Glasseater arid Junction 18 out of the Fearless Records
roster comes their third release Somewhere in America. This
cd is great; it has these songs that stick in your fucking
head for days straight. Not like the Whitney
Houston song you hear on the radio that
sticks in your head that makes you want to
stick a sharp and muddy javelin in your ass
for hours on end. These songs will please you

instead of punish you. When
you listen to this cd, keep in

~-l 7t.^, J mind that Whitney Houston
ain't got shit. These guys are
incredible. The thing that
struck me at first listen was
the over-all sound quality. It
is so tight and punchy. Keep
your eyes out for this cd, and if you hear
"I'm Every Woman on the Radio" on your
alarm clock as you wake up, immediately
pop Dynamite Boy in to deduce the hor-
ror. Either that or snort cocaine and hang
yourself.

Having a far more polished sound and
blantant originality than the afformen-
tioned bands comes Bad Astronaut. This
band features Lagwagon frontman and
Me First and the Gimme Gimmes

famester Joey Cape and ex-Lagwagon drummer Derrick
Plourde (played on "Duh," "Trashed," and "Hoss,") so you
immediately know that these guys are not fucking around.
The cd is on Honest Don's Records and is called Acrophobe.
Being an extreme Lagwagon fan, I found it very easy to
love this cd. Do.not let the members fool you, since they
are or were in Lagwagon does not at all mean they are
anything like Lagwagon. Their spacy pop rock is far sepa-
rated than the fast Fat punk you may know. Their mission
objectives: "Bad Astronaut will embark on a musical mis-
sion to test the boundaries of independent music with their
own seasoned musicianship. Their sound is best described
as a darker and more mature Lagwagon, while still keep-
ing Captain Joey's sweet harmonies intact. Bad Astronaut
hopes to restore peace and tranquility to the galaxy by
branching out and collaborating with several different
labels." Other Missions: "2001 will be a busy year for both
Bad Astronaut and their fans. Aside from Acrophobe, a
split EP and a full length are scheduled for lift-off. The
split EP with Armchair Martian will be released on
Owned and Operated Records; a label headed by punk
legends Bill Stevenson and Stephen Egerton, members of
the Descendents and All. And fans can expect a debut full
length released on Joey's own Santa Barbara-based label,

My Records" (www.honestdons.com).

My basic conclusion is that all three of
these bands should have played Music
Fest this year. Bullshit fuck ass bitch. I am
so sick of horrible bands catering only to
drunk college kids without a flavor for
good live music. Some basic comments I
heard while walking through the broken
beer bottle laden field were things like
"Yeah dude Crazytown covers! Mosh my
fat drunk ass into the dirt, you pussy!
Where's my 3-11 hat?" Get these fucking
three bands to open up to spark some life

into the sunny day. To wrap up the night, bring in Whitney
Houston and have her sing for Dillinger Escape Plan.
Then have The Nerds come up for a collaborated 3-hour
long rendition of "Living on a Prayer" as a naked }on Bon
Jovi is launched off of the top of Victor Machuga Student
Center into the pool of pudding. Does anyone care to nom-
inate me for being in charge of the bands of next year's
music fest?! I promise I will make the drunk and sober
kids pleasantly happy. It has been a fun year, and I will see
you all next year in the exact same spot that I leave you
now. Peace.

SedowicK: Star Struck

One week after the next I find
myself reviewing one DC band after
another (Roto, El Guapo...). If these
bands were some pop-punk bands, I
would have quickly became bored of this.
However, each of the bands I reviewed
are quite different when compared to the
others. I can always count on DC for
good music that does not get stale or

MattHarabin

Ass f Insider F.ditor

bland. On a side
H note, one thing that
% ties all these bands
i together (besides
1 being from DC) is
! Justin Moyer. I'll turn

my focus on Moyer's
latest effort, Edie
Sedgwick.

Edie Sedgwick
is not a typical band
as they do not write
love songs or songs
that exercise views
of cynicism on their

. first LP, First
Reflections. ES
states: 'Wallace
Stevens wrote of
'nothing that is not

there and the nothing that is.' All we can
do is throw our arms around the nothing
that is." And this is the best way to
describe their motives. Instead of
dwelling around the usual topics of love,
hate and indifference, Edie Sedgwick
digs deeper into the significance of movie
stars that have been around since
Hollywood's creation. Song titles range

from Jane Fonda to contemporaries of
the screen such as Winona Ryder and
Gwyneth Paltrow. Unlike Trans Am and
the Make-Up, Edie Sedgwick's lyrics
come straight from their gut rather than
being a serious joke.Their music is dri-
ven by driving
bass lines at
times but takes
drastic turns to
free form jazz.
ES comments:
"Originality is out-
dated-yet to
retreat into an
anecdotal stance
is boring."

Edie
Sedgwick focus-
es on what
America has
shown them in
their two decades
wide awake. In a
world littered with
movie stars and
box office hits,
Edie Sedgwick
brings light to
these celebrities;
it is refreshing to
see some variety
in the mix. They

may not consider themselves original but
for some this may be the first time many
people have heard music like this. So if
your looking to expand your musical
palette, give this album a listen. You may
find that you actually like good music.

Loews Theatres Wayne, NJ
(973)890-0505

Sunday - Thursday (4/30 - 5/3)

"ONE NIGHT AT" (R) 12:15,2:35,5:10,7:35,10:10

"FORSAKEN" (R) 1:10,3:35,6:05,8:20,10:25

"DRIVEN" (PG13) 12:05,12:45,2:50,3:40,5:45,6:55,8:30,9:55

"TOWN AND COUNTRY" (R) 12:35,3:00,5:25,7:55,10:15

"CROCODILE DUNDEE" (PG) 12:40,2:55,5:05,7:40,9:50

"FREDDY GOT" (R) 12:10,1:00,2:25,3:30,4:40,5:35,6:45,7:50,9:20,10:05

"BRIDGET JONES" (R) 12:25,2:45,4:55,7:20,9:40

"JOE DIRT" (PG13) 3:25,7:45

"JOSIE AND THE PUSSYCATS" (PG 13) 1:15,5:40

"KINGDOM COME" (PG) 12:30,2:50,5:15,8:00,10:20

«ALONGCAMEASPIDER"(R) 12:00,2:20, 4:45, 7:10, 9:35

"BLOW" (R) 1:45,4:20,7:00,9:45

"SPY KIDS" (PG) 12:20,2:40,5:00,7:15,9:30

r
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From the Lit Eds:
Raul Villanueva is part of what we the editors like to call "the Joe Mocker
school" of poetry. Raul sent us this short bio of himself:

"I was born in the suburbs of Kansas City, where I earned fame with the
other neighborhood children as being the only person that could both
sound and look like Zsa Zsa Gabor. I attended Iowa State University where
I received my MFA in writing. After a few years of pumping gas and clean-
ing bathrooms, I ventured to Hollywood where I became a writer for "Small
Wonder." Soon I met Joe Mocker, and his "friend" Judith Light. Joe was a
wonderful friend, and that's why it was so horrible when I too began hav-
ing an affair with Judith. However, things worked out well...that is, until
Joe was forced out of Hollywood due to network politics. Joe is a great
poet, and I hope I can follow in his footsteps."

IT'S NOT TOO LATE! SAVE YOUR SOULS
NOW!

SUBMIT TO LIT!

That's right: William Shatner is after your
soul. He's already taken over the pious and

pure LIT editors, and he's after you now!
Only you can help! Submit your poems,

prose and other assorted creative endeavors
to:

arid save yourself from a horrible fate!

The Joe flatte
Controversy

Dear Lit Editors:

It makes my old heart glad to finally see my poems in print. I had no idea that
paper as professional looking as The Beacon would print my old, sorry poems.
I've been out of the "media" ever since my unjust blacklisting from Hollywood
in the mid-80s. I was a writer for "Who's the Boss?" at the time (I was also^
hard at work on my own TV series I hoped to produce, "Cap'n MacGregor's
Pirate Fun Hour), and had penned a script in which Sam lost her virginity on
the same day that Mona started going through menopause. The network
objected to the nature of the script, unfortunately, and when Tony Danza heard
about my plans, he attempted to beat me up. It didn't help that I was having a
torrid affair with Judith light at the time, either. So, after that incident, I left
Hollywood in disgrace. I was a young, idealistic writer whose dreams of fame
had been cut short with a single script. After that, I moved out to Vermont,
where I Jive now. I'm glad to see that the independent spirit I once had is alive
and well in the pages of The Beacon. A friend of mine, Raul Villanueva, told me
that, while on business in New Jersey, he found a copy of The Beacon with my
poems in it. He told me that he would be sending you some of his poems...and
I can only tell you how sorry I am. Raul is a great man, and is a fantastic script
writer...however, my dog Poughkipsie could write better poetry by covering
his paws in mud and smearing them on some paper. In any case, keep up the
good work, John and Larry, and I will be sure to keep sending you poems.

Yours truly,

Joe Mocker

Lit Editor's Note: A few days after receiving the above letter from Joe
Mocker, we received another letter from Bryan MacKnight.

Dear Editors:

I've been a journalist for more than 20 years, and I can only weep in disgust
at this "newspaper" you call The Beacon. What disturbs me the most is the
fact that you allow your incompetent "Literary" staff to print poems by that
insidious bastard Joe Mocker. I'm aware that Joe Mocker seems like a kindly
old poet to you, but you don't know the hidden facts behind Mocker's life.
While working for the BBC in the mid-80s (this was before my widely publi-
cized conflict with Margaret Thatcher, which culminated in her punching me
in the mouth and my subsequent dismissal from the BBC), I met Joe while I
was in Hollywood, attempting to sell the rights to my book Hand Over Mouth:
True Stories of the London Underground. At the time, Joe was a scriptwriter
for "Who's the Boss?" and it was common knowledge that he was shagging
Judith Light and Alyssa Milano the whole time! Not only that, but he was
engaged in a money laundering scheme involving Alan Thicke and that rap-
scallion Ricardo Montalbon. The day I met Joe, he offered to take me out for
drinks and get me acquainted with the "major players" in Hollywood. Little
did I know that he would spike my drink and the only "major players" I would
get acquainted with would be a young prostitute named Amanda and her
pimp/heroin dealer named Blinky. After a brief stint in the LA county jail, I
found Joe at his apartment, surrounded by empty liquor bottles, cocaine, and
two girls who were most definitely not 18 years old. I went back home to
England shortly after that, and a friend of mine in New Jersey happened to
see a copy of The Beacon with Joe Mocker's poems. Apparently, the editors
were "proud to present" these literary travesties, and have subsequently run
two more of his awful, awful poems. I just thought that you should be aware
of the life of this "great poet." I strongly suggest you stop printing this
poems, and move on to poets who actually can write worth a damn.

Sincerely,

Bryan MacKnight

So what do you faithful readers out there think of Joe Mocker? Should
we do a more extensive background check of Joe, or should we continue
printing his poems? Let us know: beacon@student.wpunj.edu
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DON'T KNOW WHKT YOU DID
Being there— yeah up there
where no one can touch us
no one knows — only us
Up there I realized something.....
with the breeze, the rocks,
RapunzeVs castle and the hawks.
My silence was filled with yours
YET, IDONTKNOW WHAT YOU DID

I love to watch your eyes because
they take me away.
just holding your hand gives me energy
hearing your "Talk"
mesmerizes my talents, takes away my pride,
teaches me new things
and your. smartness!
enamours me, leaving me pleading for more.
YET, I DON'T KNOW WHAT YOU DID

I so wish I could understand: your dark side
That your smoothness and sweetness
could be as easy as breaking down
the other YOU.
But even if I want it to, with all my might
I cannot comprehend why....
Sometimes a person chooses a path.
YET, IDONTKNOW WHAT YOU DID

If everything could turn out
to be with no restrictions (NO STOPS)
flawless and faultless
qualities (SMOOD RIDE, NO THINKING

ABOUT IT)
immortality of voices and
actions. (WONT BE FORGOTTEN)
If I could fight for what I want
and if you could just step into a lighter stage
then we will probably be "in" what
I realized the other day
Up there with the breeze, the rocks
RapunzeVs castle and the hawks,
that i love you
YET, IDONTKNOW WHAT YOU DID

to me.
-Rocio De La Mata

-UNTITLED-

DOES M V CHARACTER SHINE THROUGH
M V DIFFERENCES?
IS M V LIFESTYLE THE WRONG ONE
FOR ME
OR FOR YOU TO HANDLE?
WHY DO YOU JUDGE M Y "FLAWS"?
TO HELP YOU IGNORE YOUR OWN?
A M I NOT M Y OWN PERSON?
OR MUST I ALWAYS LIVE IN YOUR
PERFECT WORLD?
I DID NOT CHOOSE THIS PATH. IT IS
WHO AND WHAT I A M .
I DID NOT CHOSE TO LOVE,
LOVE CHOSE ME.
NOW, I SIT HERE BEFORE YOU
WANTING TO BE ACCEPTED,
WANTING YOU TO UNDERSTAND.
YOU JUST SHUT ME OUT,
AND SAY THAT I'M A SINNER.
YOU ARE SHAMED BY M Y ACTION,
OR DO YOU JUST NOT CARE
ABOUT M Y OWN FEELINGS?
WHO ARE YOU TO JUDGE ME?
WHO'S TO SAY THAT THIS IS NOT
WHAT GOD INTENDED?
CAN YOU EVER POSESS AND OPEN
MIND.
AN OPEN HEART?
OR DOES THAT HATRED FOR WHAT I
AM L
EAVE YOU IN TOTAL DARKNESS?
AND WE WONDER WHY THIS WORLD
IS FALLING APART.
NOT FROM "PEOPLE LIKE ME,"
BUT FROM THE HATRED OF PEOPLE
LIKE YOU.
SO IF I PASS YOU ON THE STREET,
IF I 'M THE GIRL THAT LIVES NEXT
DOOR.
IF I 'M THE DAUGHTER YOU THOUGHT
YOU KNEW,
THAT YOU SAY YOU DON'T CARE FOR
ANYMORE.
IF M Y WAY SOMEHOW AFFECTED YOU
LIKE RIPPLES IN A POND,
IF M Y LIFESTYLE IS SOMETHING
THAT YOU CANNOT HANDLE
OR MAKES YOU FEEL HATE INSIDE.
PLEASE I BEG YOU,
JUST LOOK THE OTHER WAY,
IGNORE ME IF YOU MUST,
JUST DON'T HATE ME
BECAUSE I'M GAY....
-RENEE DEEGAN

THG LIT © I T O K WOULD LIKG TO RGMIND YOU M l
NOMINkTIONS Kite OPGN fOR TH-€ MGKT POPG.

WRITGTO:
BGKCOh@nUDGIiT.WPUNJ.GDU MID NOMIIIKTG WH-0

YOU THINK MOULD BC TttG H€KT POPG.
RGMGMBGR: HG'S YOUR POPG!



The Cell Phone Check Up.

Business • Finance

Careers • Money Mgt.

Hang Up
and Drive

Radiation horn cell phones might
not kill you, but driving and talk-
ing could. Collision risk increases
fourfold when a cell phone is used
while dri-
ving. If you
need to use
your phone
while dri-
ving, follow
these safety
tips to mini- i
mi/.ti the
risks:
l.When
possible,
pull over to
(he side of
the road ,
before you
place a call.

2. If you have to use your phone in
traffic, use a hands-free device so

both hands ran remain on the
wheel. Although hands-free phones
can't eliminate the most hazardous
distraetion-the phone conversation
itself-they do minimize the risk.
3. Avoid emotional or intense
phone conversations. If you must
talk on the phone while you drive,
keep the calls short and to the
point.
4. Call when there's no other traffic

around. Drivers on the
phone tend to pay less
attention to speed and
staying in their lane.
5. Just be aware that
phone conversations
are distracting-you
need to adjust your use
of the phone to accom-
modate that. When you
make a call about a
road emergency or
accident, remember
that rubbernecking
often leads to conges-
tion and driver distrac-

tion, so adjust your driving accord-
ingly
Source: Cars.com

Here's what we do know. Cell phones
produce radiofrequency radi-
ation (RF) in the microwave
band. At high levels, this can
cause biological damage
from the hea t produced- j
much like a microwave oven.
What we don't know is
whether or not damage
occurs at very low RF levels.
In 2000 the FCC created a
measurement called Specific
Absorption Rate (SAR) to
give consumers data on the
radiation levels their phones
produce. You can look up
your own phone's rating at
the mobile search engine,
DoMode. All three of the
government agencies studying cell
phone safety (the Federal
Communications Commission, the Food

and Drug Administration and the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration), as well as
the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, have con-
cluded that all cell phones made
today fall under acceptable levels of
radiation-providing you do not
hold them against your brain for
over an hour.
As a precaution the FDA recom-
mends two tips: Use a mobile
phone with an antenna that is locat-
ed outside the car, or a headset
with a remote antenna to a mobile
phone carried at the waist (read a
complete guide to RF Safety from
the FCC). Continuous talk time
seems to be the biggest threat, so
keep your calls under an hour and

get a headset. It looks a lot better under a ski cap anyway.

to these questions

jotfinane
' _

O 1 Is our collee tuition bill aid for the i A

NoQ j /7
- " ! / /

_ 2 . Havejwi completed the 2001-2002 FAFSA? j / /
; Yes CL___.NoP..j //

3. Are you confident you don't need federal i 1/

If you an.su cred NO to any of these questions, you should complete the
FAFSA (Free Application for Federal Student Aid) or the Renewal FAFSA

to meet the New Jersey TAG Deadline.

Deadline Dates

June 1, 2001 - Renewal students who received a TAG during the school year 2000-2001

October 1, 2001 - For students who did not receive a TAG during the school year 2000-2001

HESAA

For more information, contact the
New Jersey Higher Education Student Assistance Authority's

Toll-free Hotline at' 1-800-792-8670 or visit our web site at www.hesaa.org

KD6S SERVICES
Odd Jobs

Yard Work, House Cleaning,
Baby Sitting, whatever.

Contact: Kevin Smith 973-865-8645

Made for Walking
These boots from the Electric Shoe
Company take all that hard work
from walking and turn it into some-
thing useful-about 100 megawatts
of power. When your heel hits the
ground it produces a current, which
is saved in the shoe. You can use the
stored electricity to power cell
phones or other portable gadgets.

You can't buy these boots at Macy's,
but they're on their way to being
commercially available-they were
tested over the summer with a 120-
kilometer hike through the desert in
Namibia,

http://www.theelectricshoeco.com

Beacon, Beacon,
Beacon, That's what
you want to join, The

Beacon

Latino.com
Latinos from around the country can meet, chat, and post on message boards

http://queendom.com/
If you love taking those magazine quizzes that predict your career successes, analyze your chances of getting
married or tell you what kind of person you are, then take heart-Queendom is a never ending source of soul

searching

http;//www.stacksandstacks.com/
If you are one of those people who doesn't like to throw things away or if your toommate keeps bugging you

to organize your stuff; StacksandStacks is the place to go

http; //www.flipdog.com/
Flipdog takes a different approach than most online job-finding sites.

http;//www.harmonvc^ntral.com
This vast site is aimed at rock and electronic musicians, but has a wide focus-from guitarists to synth pro-

grammers to drummers-and aggregates a huge amount of useful information into one place.

p / / y o ^
Health and Wellness Direct is an online source for a wide range of nutrition and health products.

http;//web.uvic.ca/hrd/history.Iearn-teqch/LatinnPage.htm1
The Hispanic and Latino role in America's history is detailed on this site.

) : / / \ V W W . i ' n s n n n r l
The "little indie record store that could," Insound offers indie musk and film fans a great place to see what's

gomg on in the scene, buy CDs and videos and chat with other fens

http;
Latin World aims to promote Latin America, its people and its cultures.
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Take Charge of Your Finances
With a Spending Plan

"People don 't plan to fail, they fail to plan. "
How often have you heard that phrase? Nowhere is it more

true than personal finance. Unfortunately, instead of taking
charge of their money, people let their money manage them.
They approach their finances much like unprepared travelers
who fail to consult maps or travel guides. In other words they
don't have a clue where they're going or how it will cost to get
there.

A much better way to "travel" financially is with a spending
plan. A spending plan is a plan for spending and saving
money. In other words, a realistic side-by-side comparison of
what you earn (income) and where the money goes (savings
and household expenses). A spending plan provides direction
for future spending and assures that there is sufficient income
with which to pay expenses.

If this sounds like "budgeting," you're right. "Spending
plan" is a fancy word for "budget." Still, there are subtle differ-
ences between the two. First, "spending plan" is more positive
because it includes the word "spending." Most people like to
spend money. The word "plan" also emphasizes control of
your money, rather than the other way around. The word
"budget," on the other hand, is often perceived negatively (e.g.,
deprivation) and discourages people from taking financial
control.

Spending plans provide a number of advantages. They
force people to make spending choices and
prioritize needs and wants. They can also help
you live within your income. In addition sav-
ings can be included for "big ticket" financial
goals sfuch as a new car or retirement. Many
people also report that spending plans reduce
worrying, out-of-control feelings, and family
fights about money.

To prepare a spending plan, it is first neces-
sary to know what you earn and spend.
Household earnings include net (after-tax)
income, benefit payments (e.g., Social Security,
unemployment, disability), child support,
public assistance, self-employment income,
and other income sources. Add all income from all family
members together to obtain a total of monthly household net

Editor's Stock Picks
Company Symbol High Low

AOL Time Warner Inc.
AT&T CP
Microsoft Corporation
Compag Computer Corp
Verizon Communications
Viacom Inc.
Intel Corporation
McDonalds Corporation
Pepsico Inc.
Dell Computer Corporation
Apple Computer Inc.
Outback Steakhouse
Cisco Systems Inc.

AOL
T

MSFT
CPQ
VZ
VIA
INTC
MCD
PEP
DELL
AAPL
OSI

CSCO

51
22.69
69.68
18.2

55.75
52.65
30.23

27
44.95
26.6
26.29
28.9
15.95

48
22.1
66.2
17.26
54.75

51
29
26
44

24.93
24.75
28.25
15.2

Once you total your monthly income; do the sane for
expenses by tracking spending for an entire month. Using

your spending records as a guide, make a list
of fixed expenses such as housing, car loan
payments, and insurance premiums. Next,
make a list of flexible expenses such as food,
transportation, and gifts. Finally, make a list of
periodic expenses and divide the annual by
cost by 12 to arrive at a monthly cost. For
example, $4,000 of annual property taxes
would cost $333 monthly. Forms to develop a
spending plan are available through Rutgers
Cooperative Extension.

Be sure to set aside money for financial
goals (e.g., $100 deposited monthly into a
mutual fund) as a monthly "expense." If you

lack an emergency fund of three months' expenses, include a
"line item" in your spending plan to gradually build up your
reserves. If you have access to "automated" savings plans,

such as a 401 (k), sign up today. Even small amount of savings
(e.g., $15 per paycheck) will grow substantially over time.

Spending plans should balance the "bottom line." In other
words income should equal expenses, including savings. It
may take several attempts to get the numbers to balance. This
is perfectly normal. As you make expense adjustments, make
small cuts in several categories rather than large cuts in only
one or two areas. Psychologically, this is more appealing (less
deprivation).

One study found that three of five U.S. households lack a
spending plan. This is unfortunate. A spending plan is a tool
for improved financial planning, not a financial "straightjack-
et" If you don't currently have a spending plan in place, start r •
today. Source: Rutgers Cooperative Extension

It's time for you to get a life. Come join
The Beacon. Pick up an application in

room 310 of the Student Center

NEWLYELECTED $ f i f l



Burning Airlines

Matt Hurabin
J. Robbins is a name one should

either: A: already know what he has done
B: heard of him or C: Want to find out more
about him after this article! I'll start you off
with a little history of one J. Robbins. In the '80s, he was
the bass player for one of DCs pioneering bands,
Government Issue. After Gl disbanded, he formed
Jawbox in '89. Jawbox started off as a three piece which
then became a quartet. In the '90s, Jawbox was picked up

by Atlantic Records. After releasing two LPs on Atlantic/Tag
Records, Atlantic decided to drop Jawbox from their roster.
With all the experience from his time on Atlantic, J.
Robbins became one of the best producers in the indepen-
dent scene (possibly Braid's best LP, Frames and Canvas
along with Faraquet's The View From This Tower to name
well...only two). In the late '90s he formed his current band,
Burning Airlines which finished their latest effort Identikit
J. has earned quite a reputation for himself and is looking
to follow up the success his band had with Mission Control.

Identikit chimes in with "Clarity lost out to desire."
J. Robbins is strong as always with his vocal delivery but
the opening guitar riff is more pop than usual. I was a bit
hesitant about the rest of the album upon hearing this pop
riff. Luckily, I felt quite relieved once "Morricone Dancehall"
started blasting through the speakers of the office stereo.
This song reminds me very much so of a Jawbox song that
J. thought would be best for his new band. The rest of the
album meets my standards and easily passes over them at
many points. After a few listens, I could not find a weak
spot on the album. Many albums tend to have at least on

track if not more that make me cringe or just lose
interest. I thought the first track, "Outside the Aviary"
was going to be that one track but I have to say it has
grown on me. I'm also happy to see that The Deluxe
War Baby" is on here. For those who have been fol-

lowing Burning Airlines, "The Deluxe War Baby" was previ-
ously released on a split 7 inch with At the Drive-In (For
all you record collectors; Pick this up if you can find it.
Great artwork and great song by ATDI. Limited Edition
Thick Records),

If p Irtiit: ftfi Sen r
ŝhea seqer Shea

debut album,
The May
Street
Project, is
going to pro-
pel her into
today's
music scene,
where she
will blow
those other
female
"artists" off
the
top

of the charts and regain respect for women in
the music industry. Self-described, her sound is
"mutt dog...bluesy pop with beats," a combination
that contributes to what critics are calling, "...the dreamiest
debut in years." The 21 one year old is already being com-
pared to Janis Joplin and Bjork and been dubbed the
next Sheryl Crow. Perhaps Rugare Musikavanhu said it
best, when in a review he said, "Thank fuck Shea is exact-
ly not that guitar thrashing, ladish introspective type we are
all too sick of now."

For her first album, Seger does not seek to establish
herself by one defining style. She took a few risks along
the way. For one thing, she's not afraid to share the spot-
light and doesn't keep the focus entirely on her own voice.
She has several collaborations with male vocalists.
Pharrell Williams (Neptunes) guest raps on the percussion
heavy "Blind Situation." The ballad "Always," about loving
forever, features Brit, Ron Sexsmith.
Also, Seger's sound changes with each song, inspiring
every mood under the rainbow. "Shatterwall" uses African
undercurrents, for example. Through out the album, folk-
guitar, hip hop, pop and Eastern rhythms are blended
together to create sounds that will keep you listening. Add
to that, lyrics that could be coming right from the pages of
a diary, and it's a fresh combination. "Last Time," the open-
ing track and first single, is about giving into temptation.
During it, Seger sings, "But if I wake up with you, it will be
the last time and if I still adore you, it will be the last time
and if I stumble to you, it will be the last time."

It's followed by "Clutch," the closest to a club song on
the CD. This song is the anthem for girls with crushes,
who will surely relate to lyrics like, "Oh no, you make me
go insane for you." "Shatterwall" begins strongly with an
intro. dialogue. As you listen to her sing, "I'm all worn out,

JodeCaputa

The Insider

In flames
1 have rarely been let down by J. Robbins.

Whether he is producing or actively taking part in the song
creating process, J. continues to produce and create quali-
ty music which 1 can always count in (although I was dis-
appointed with The Jazz June's Medicine.) Now for the
pop quiz to see if any of you were actually paying atten-
tion.

What band did J. Robbins sign to Atlantic
Records with?

Which band did he form after Jawbox broke up?
What is this article about?
If you got these questions right, then you should

go out and get Burning Airlines latest release on De soto
Records. If you didn't get any right, then you're probably a
lost cause and will travel down the road of pop. If you got
at least one right, well, you have some hope. Your best bet
is to check out www.desotorecords.com for the latest news
and info about Burning Airlines.

One of the
toughest
New York
hardcore
bands,

I've no energy to cry," a dramatic tale is painted in your
mind.

There's a brief interlude that leads into one of the
strongest songs on the CD, "I Love You Too Much," where
Seger sets her lover free. Then comes "Walk on
Rainbows," which starts off a cappella until Seger's voice
flows into the music.

"Twisted (Never Again)" has an almost comedic tone,
with the lyrics," You're a very special person, a most inter-
esting person and you really make me want to go to sleep.
That's why I never wanna see you again."

"Wasting the Rain," is where Seger philosophizes that
"Love is like a river. It takes some time to keep it flowing."
"Isn't It Good" tells of life in a small town and coming home
after a long day only to dream about a

lover until the sun comes up. "I Can't Lie" is the
soulful track that will have you singing along with
Seger's shining voice.
The closing track, "May Street," was written and

recorded live in one take. It's titled after the street
Seger grew up in while living in the tiny town of Quitman,
Texas. "When we recorded the vocals, I was a bit inebriat-
ed on something, and I just started telling this story about
where I grew up. I think what happened was quite special
and cathartic, almost like a waking dream, a subliminal
fart," she explains.

It was from Texas that the Seger family moved to
Virginia. Shea experimented in theater while attending The
Governor's School for the Arts. However, she says, "I knew
all my life I was going to do music. I just
didn't know when or how."

Everything came together two years ago, when Seger
distanced herself from her past and moved to London,
England. She scored a deal with BMG Music and
Commissioner Gordon (Lauren Hill) to mix her CD. That
lead to her opening a major tour for singer, James, in the
UK. One audience member at a show posted the following
on a message board after seeing the concert: "I'd never
heard of Shea Seger, never heard any of the singles, but
the performance weaved a spell."

"This album embodies the spirit of memoir. My life has
been a real roller coaster ride, and that's the theme run-
ning through the album," says Seger. Listening to it will be
similar. You'll get so into it, when it's
over, you'll wonder how it all went by so fast. Luckily, more
is on the way for this bright young blonde. She was the
subject of VH1's "First Look" and on MTV 2 during "Artists
to Watch." But don't spend your time watching television
for these to air. Be one of the first to experience "The May
Street Project" and you'll be glad you did.

iPrtcl
The Insider

cease after
; a long time

in the
scene.

.. • •„-.; ;. , , J Their last
? " ! s n o w is at

CBGBs and
by the time
you read
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over. Since
_ I am attending the show, I don't think I
™ will be the same. It will be one of the

toughest shows ever because American
Nightmare is also playing. So, Madball's
newest record is hard to the bone. You

don't want to fuck with it. It has some of the hardest break-
downs ever. The lyrics have all the hardcore pride one can
possibly
have.
Living and
dying in
the streets
of NYC.
"The CD
also opens
with words
about the
hardcore
lifestyle,"
said none
other than

1 Ezac,
Roger
Miret, and
Freddy
Madball.

Madball also has the coolest designs. This one
has a flying baseball with a fat cigar in it's mouth. The song
named after the album,"Hold It Down" delivers with a fast
introduction that comes out of nowhere. Freddy's voice is
nice and tough, it also sounds like he's been smoking
heavy cigars for years. Title songs like "Say What?", "Show
No Fear", and "Everyday Hate", makes you think how hard
the DMS crew really is, Somewhere on the CD there is a
DMS rap interlouge that surprised me. The song "Semper
Fi" is the best one on there. A hip-hop beat is also the
outro. Take my word, pick up Madball's last albuml There
isn't going to be anymore coming out. Madball, rest in
peace.

Jodie
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WPSC 88.7 DJ Profiles

Trixie Joos
Communications Majors
Show name: MIND POLLUTION '
Show time: Wednesday nights 9-12pm
Music Genre: Heavy metal, hardcore, punk

Top 5 Favorite Songs:
Harmony in My Head - The Buzzcocks
Dead Skin Mask - Slayer
Institutionalized - Suicidal Tendencies
Liar - Rollins Band
Rebel Yell- Billy Idol
Top 5 Favorite
Bands:
Black Sabbath
Type O Negative
Suicidal Tendencies
Pantera
Iron Maiden
Interests:
Concerts, music, ani-
mals, and candy
"I'm crazy? How can
you see that I'm crazy
when I went to your

schools, I went to your
churches, your institutional
learning facilities....so how
can you say that I'm
crazy?"

Patrick Blowers
Communications Major
Show name: MIND POL-
LUTION
Show time: Wednesday
nights 9-12pm
Music Genre: Heavy
metal, hardcore, punk

Top 5 Favorite Songs:
Last Caress- Misfits
How Will I Laugh Tomorrow - Suicidal
Tendencies
Dirty Women - Black Sabbath
Last Temptation - Vice
My Balls - Snot
Top 5 Favorite Bands:
Ozzy Osboume/Black Sabbath
Pantera

Living Colour
Suicidal Tendencies/Infectious
Grooves
Misfits
Interests:
Music, concerts, WPSC
"Better to be hated for who you
are than loved for who you're
not." - Phlogiston Verdigris

Angi Brzycki
Psychology &
Communications Major
Show time: Monday and
Wednesday 6-9pm

Music Genre: rock, improv
jazz, jam BASED bands

Top 5 Favorite Songs:
Tangerine - Led Zeppelin
Esther - Phish
May This Be Love - Jimi
Hendrix
Running to Stand Still - U2
Carey - Joni Mitchell
Top 5 Favorite Bands:-
Phish
MMW
Led Zeppelin
Glove and Special Sauce

Beatles
Interests:
I am all about exploration, whether it is
through music or covering ground
Why Radio?
College radio is an perfect way to get
artists/musicians recognized...but not in a
mainstream sell out way. Music is a huge
part of my life. I try to go see shows as
much as possible. As long as it's not a
cover band...l am usually into it. It is all
about the creativity and originality. Another
bonus for me as a DJ...I never took the time
to learn how to play an instrument...but as
a DJ I can still "play" music.

DJ Phenix
Audio Engineering Major
Show Time: Thursdays 3-6pm
Music Genre: Freeform

Top 5 Favorite Songs:
Things You Can Do - Deltron 3030
Definition - Blackstar
Bad Town - Operation Ivy

Sexy Boy-Air
Find A Way - Tribe.Called Quest
Top 5 Favorite Artists:
John Spencer Blues Explosion
Sonic Youth
James Brown
David Bowie
Prince
Interests:
Film, Travel, Literature, etc...
Why Radio?.
-to conquer the airwaves is to divide

If you are Interested in being a
DJ for WPSC fm 88.7 come to the
station an f i l l out an applica-
tion. Hake sure to check out
our website at: wpscfnuoert̂ .the
summer schedule will be updated
soon. Even if you don't; live in
north. Jersey you can s t i l l l i s -
ten on the internet—instructions
are on axe website or you can
go directly to collegemusixxcom—«.

The New Britten Him Views

Robert 1 Meyer
The Insider

The influence of British music on
America has always been an issue.
No one can forget the Blur and Oasis

battles that plagued the 90's, and The Beatles have con-
tinued to change the music world. Three of the bands
that I consider part of the modern day British invasion are
Radiohead, Coldplay, and Badly Drawn Boy.

Radlohead has been called the Beatles of today and I
think that is an accurate description. There music contin-
ues to-change and challenge popular notions of music.
Must a song have the traditional verse/chorus/verse
structure? Kid A answered this question with a resound-
ing no. Radiohead proved that they can sell anything and
the critics and fans will buy and love it. Kid A was by far
the most uncommercial album of last year but it still
topped every critics best of list, went to the top of the
Billboard charts, got played in its entirety on K-rock, and
snagged a best alternative grammy. This band has
power. Radiohead is one band that still remains on nap-
ster and if you search the internet you can download their
new album Amnesiac which doesn't come out until the
beginning of June. This album combines aspects of Ok
Computer and Kid A. Some songs have a more tradition-
al song structure, while others take the electronica sound
of Kid A a step further. Tom Yorke's vocals continue to
rise and quiver above the music but the lyrics are easier
to understand this time around. Supposedly there is even
a video for one of the songs on the new album as
opposed to the short "blips" that they released for Kid A.
This alleged new video is said to be just as strange and
pretentious as some of the things that they've done in the
past. So fear not all of you loyal fans. Who knows
what the final product of Amnesiac will sound and look
like. Stay tuned in early June for that. If you don't like it
then you're probably not ready for the future. If that's the
case then just continue fiddling with your 8-track recorder
and beta tapes.

Coldplay is a band that has a received a lot of publicity
from the British media and is now making a big name for
themselves in America. They have been compared to
Jeff Buckley and Radiohead. I think this is much too big
of a claim to say about any band, but especially one who
has only put out one album. The falsetto vocals and gui-
tar melodies are a bit reminiscent of Jeff Buckley and
Radiohead, but Coldplay are not in this league yet.
Radiohead have been around for a long time and contin-
ue to change the face of music while Jeff Buckley was

one of the greatest songwriters and vocalists to ever-
live. The fact still remains that
Coldplayare talented songwriters and musicians.
Parachutes is filled with catchy well crafted songs and
thoughtful lyrics. It is hard to prevent oneself from smil-
ing when you hear the line "We live in a beautiful world"
from "Don't Panic." "Shiver" does have a
Radiohead/Buckley feel to it. There are a number of
slower songs on the album but they are carried by
tasteful instrumentation and lyrics. The album builds
and ends perfectly with the "Hey Jude"-esque
"Everything's Not Lost." Coldplay delivers a positive
message and catchy well crafted tunes. They are defi-
nitely a band to keep an eye on though they are cer-
tainly not Radiohead or Jeff Buckley.

Badly Drawn Boy is Damon Gough. He is an English
singer/songwriter who writes and plays most of the
instruments on his debut album, The Hour of the
Bewilderbeast. Gough is a talented songwriter and lyri-
cist but on certain songs he tries to do too much. I think
the songs that work the most are the ones where he
keeps things simple and doesn't hide the lyrics and
melodies behind unnecessary tracks. "Stone on the
Water" is one example where he tries to do too much
and the song could be even better if it didn't have so
many tracks and effects. 'The Shining's" string and horn
arrangement works and compliments the song.
"Everybody's Stalking" is simple and more rocking. The
45 second "Body Rap" has drum programming, sound
effects, and the repeated phrase "body rap" which then
segues into the jazzy "Once Around the Block." 'This
Song" has a sixties folky feel. "Epitaph" uses every
cheesy cliche but makes them all work. It starts off with
Gough and his guitar with some random animal sounds
in the background. Eventually more instruments join in
along with Gough whistling the melody and then the
finale where he is joined by a group of children singing
the refrain. This album definitely is an eclectic mix. Not
all of the songs work, but with eighteen songs to
choose from, I think it is definitely worth checking out.

These are just three of the bands that have invaded
America. The Brits know how to create quality songwrit-
ers without all of the frills. Though there is probably just
as much trash spewing out of Britain, Americans could
definitely learn a few things from the fine people who
once ruled us.

. . —, ! Soon, movie theater employees will be faced with
JlKK Liiputa ; ticket lines out the door, as anxious patrons await get-

The Insider ' t i n9 s e a t e d f o r t n f s summer's blockbuster flicks. Until
- then, movie goers are forced to decide between the

films the movie industry is releasing to hold us over. Some are worth the
$9.00 ticket prices, while others would be much better off for sale in the bar-
gain bin at a local rental store.

A perfect example of a very disappointing movie is Kingdom Come. The
formula for a hit was in this film, however, a few things are lacking. The ;

most successful African American actors in Hollywood united on the set to
portray family members on the big screen. Whoopi Goldberg, LL Cool J,
Jada Plnkett Smith, Vfvaca A. Fox, Toni Braxton, Clifton Davis, Darius !
McCrary, Ellen Cleghorne and Cedric the Entertainer all draw fans to box
offices. Too bad they can't keep them in the theater. I can't blame this on '
the stars, though. That I have to save for those who made this a film, from
the play, Dearly Departed, by David Dean Botrell and Jessie Jones. The
overall plot was a waste for such talented stars to spend their time on.

The film does not grab viewers attention in the beginning, or for that mat-
ter, at any point in the film. I figured that the first half hour was just slow
because they were setting up the story line. Unfortunately, I was
wrong. During the entire two hours, the film focused on the death of the fam-
ily patriarch, his wake and his funeral. In between all this, various character's
dealt with addiction, affairs and infertility. Did I mention this was supposed to
be a comedy? There were a few punch lines, which I will admit to having
laughed a t However, I was hardly teary eyed from laughing so hard the
entire time. When I wasn't thinking about walking out of the theater, I was
admiring the vibrant eye shadow Smith's character wore. It was the most
Interesting part of the movie, so kudos go the makeup department.

I had a much better movie going experience a week earlier, when I saw
Blow. OK, so Johnny Depp was the main reason I wanted to see it, but I was
also Interested in the plot. Based on a true story, Blow details how George
Jung (Depp's character) imported cocaine to America from Columbia, mak-
ing him a millionaire and our country facing it's biggest drug problem. The
two and a half hours went by fast, as viewers emotions ran wild. There were
laughs at Paul Reubens' character, or maybe just for Pee-Wee himself. We
had sympathy for Julia Robert's young niece, who made an excellent debut
as Kristina Sunshine Jung, George's daughter. Our anger was at times
directed at Penelope Cruz, who was Mirtha, George's wife. But, the real
majority of our time was spent feeling for George. Depp will no doubt receive
nominations for his performance as playing son to Ray Llotta's character.

The movie's web site noted, "With smart humor and probing detail, Blow
outlines the lifestyle of a mega rich smuggler-the border crossings, the ruth-
less negotiations, the sudden betrayals, the wild characters, the run-ins with
the justice system, the inherent problems in dealing with massive amounts of
cash, the temptations-and ultimately, the tragedy of blowing all of your
dreams for greed." This movie lives up to it's description. Cocaine users of
the past 20 years will also enjoy getting to know the man that gave them •
blow as "...one of the great untold stories from the recent annals of American
crime and culture" unfolds.
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Joelle Caputa
Eco Lounge 'Sditor

Times Square presented a problem to my
friends and I a recent Friday
night. Our stomachs were growling, yet
we were undecided on
what restaurant would be
able to both satisfy our
need for food and our urge
for a unique dining experi-
ence. After turning away from places such
as TGIFs, that can be found in New Jersey,
we opted to try Leo Lindy's. That's the
diner with the sign shown
everyday on Total Request
Live, as it is located
beneath the MTV studio.
Inside, Leo Lindy's was an
average diner, except that
it had a comedy theme,
including jokes on the
menu. However, a closer
look at the menu led me to
the price of the BLT
sandwich. The $13.00 price
for a few slabs of bacon,
leafs of lettuce and slices of
tomatoes between toast
took me by surprise. It
was an unbelievable rip off
coming from a place with
wooden benches as seats
and black and white
checkered table cloths.

That's when I suggested
we get our money's worth
and walk across the
street to the new and
improved Planet
Hollywood. This location
opened about a year ago,
when it took over the space
that was formerly the failed All Star Cafe.
After you go to one Planet Hollywood, you
probably feel like you've seen them all.
However, I'm glad we gave this one a try
because it only made me want to go back

soon.
Entering through the gift shop, patrons

are treated like celebrities, as a door man
awaits them. Then comes the red
carpet walk to the hostess stand. By
either elevator or stairs, guests can
take a tour of all three floors. Each
route provides entertaining sights.

There's even decorations in the elevators,
such as a tribute to various teen magazines.

The main part of the restaurant is on the

Brittany Spears and the Backstreet Boys.
But don't expect to hear their songs
because the sound system blares only the
hottest club mixes.

I was surprised to see the clothes Keanu
Reeves and Charlize Theron wore in the
tear jerker flick, Sweet November, since I just
cried my eyes out watching it in the
theater about a month ago. However,
there's memorabilia of numerous recent
films, including See Spot Run. My table

the Men of Honor section with Cuba
Gooding Junior's military uniform. Also
nearby were a shield from Gladiator and
props from The Cell.

As for the classic movies represented,
Slimmer from Ghostbusters was across from
us. There was also a vest from Ferris
Bullers Day Off and a snake used in Natural
Born Killers, as well as a full size Ninja
Turtle suspended from the ceiling.
Actually, the ceiling was quite

awe-inspiring. There were planes,
trains and parachutes dangling from
it. Among them was Enterprise D
from Star Trek. There were also cars
from movies like Wayne's World and
motorcycles. The map from Live with
Regis and Kathie Lee, the costumes 'N
Sync wore at the 2000 Billboard
Music Awards, and Mel Gibson's
hand prints were also of interest to
guests. The bar area is decorated
with guns used in movies. In sur-
rounding rooms were rotating outfits
on display, and representations from
Superman, The Seven Year Itch and
Howard the Duck. Of course, there
were show cases honoring Planet
Hollywood's founders: Sly, Bruce
and Arnold.

As for the food, I once again
enjoyed my favorite item on the
menu-the World Famous Chicken
Crunch with Creole mustard. For
the vegetarians out there, my
boyfriend said the Roasted Veggies
and Flat Bread was "...succulent."
So, there's something for everyone to
enjoy there, whether you are a movie
fanatic or food critic.

second floor. There's huge video screens
that show clips of virtually every movie
ever made. I caught a glimpse of the
forthcoming Tomb Raider preview. It also
plays music videos by Pop stars, including

was by the Cast Away show case. Inside it
was the soccer ball Tom Hanks was
stranded on the Island with and a sailing
certificate that misspelled his character,
Chuck Noland's name. Next to that was

WI' MfiUMNTlSji
• Decent1 Jfesfeu^ts^iaround NYC's Irving

«.-• *..,..J.iĵ '.**jri.s. Plaza are scarce,as*
Joelle Caputa n i y boyfriend and I

Sco lounge Editor 5- found o u t Ms

' : ' " . ' .'" '' '" '•' ' week . •

Our plan was to find a cute
little place to eat before going |
to Irving Plaza for a
concert. We walked past a
Blimpie's and a few dirty
pizzerias until we came upon a
gem in the midst of it all, called
Evergreen Shanghai
Restaurant.

Usually, the old cat meat
myth draws me away from
such places in the City.
However, this place looked like
a nice restaurant, so we
decided to give it a try. Inside,
we were treated like royalty.
The waiter pulled out the
chairs for both of us and to my
surprise, even put a cloth
napkin on my lap for me. The
table we were seated a t had
comfortable'wooden chairs
with native'symbols carved in
them and was located by open
doors so we could look out
onto the street while dining. We had
plenty of time to go over the lengthy menu,
The waiter kindly said that he knew SO

procjfeanf of the menu. Together, we could
decide on something to eat.

While waiting for our entrees, we
snacked on the complimentary noodles and

Shanghai Restaurant

tea. I looked around the establishment and
saw the lanterns, paintings and
dragons adorning the walls, giving off an

authentic atmosphere. When our food
arrived, the server noted that they were
large portions and said if we needed help
finishing them to tell ____

him and he
would sit
down with us.
I have to say
these are the
nicest waiters
I have
encountered
in a while.
They are very
focused on the
customers
experience at
their
restaurant and were very attentive.

I. ordered the Vegetable with
Shanghai Lo Mein, which was
slightly thicker than the regular Lo
Mein I was uned to eating.
However, 1 enjoyed this a lot. So did
Brian, who tasted some of it. He
ordered the Eggplant with
garlic sauce, .something he was
willing to give a try. The eggplant
was purple because it still had its
skin on and was .served in small

sushi like pieces. It had an interesting tote
to it, but did not suit either of our pallets.
To drink, I simply had a cula, which was

served, to' we fe ft * f i^ j i l | i l
bottle of Tsingtaas feeW fraCa'S
he said tasted similar to a Hdnekebri

785 Broadway (Corner 10th. ST.)
New York, NY 10003

Tel.: (212) 473-2777
473-1015
473-1522

Fax: (212) 473-0787

the menu Was». -•,•
Japan's number one
beer, Asahi. There
was a variety of
raw fish, for all the
sushi lovers out
there, including
octopus, giant
clams, egg and
shrimp. More ii\
detail, there was a
Salmon skin roll
(spicy), Kappa
Maki (cucumber),

Tekkaaa Maki (tunalTai (red snapper), Uni
(sea urchin), Masago (.smelt roe), Oca
(squid;, Saba (mackerel), Unagi (freshwater
—1) and Anago (saltwater eel).

The entire menu is priced very
reasonably, no matter what you order.
After we were done, the waiter brought
over some fortune cookies and slices of
honey dew. It was a perfect ending to such
an unexpectedly impressing place. If
you're in the area, I recommend you give
Evergreen a try. It's located as 785
Broadway, on the comer of 10th Street:.
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Review: Don Pablo's Mexican Kitchen
3 out of 5 chilipeppers

Located on the top floor of the four-story Palisades Center
Mall in West Nyack, NY, this authentic Mexican restaurant
should have a caution sign on the door that states: "Only come
in if you like really, really spicy food and
don't mind being in the bathroom for hours
afterwards!"

Okay, so perhaps I'm being a little unfa... I
mean, it was my idea to go to Don Pablo's in
the first place. When my friend "C" asked me
where there was a good Mexican restaurant, I
suggested Don Pablo's because the only other
time I had ever gone was in the summer and I remember leav-
ing extremely stuffed, yet satisfied with the food. To my sur-
prise, this next trip to Don Pablo's turned out to be a disaster.
I should have realized the upcoming terror the night would
turn into when on a Friday night at 7
p.m., there was only a 15-minute wait.
This was very rare; other times that I
had tried to get seated, the wait had
been so long that I ended up leaving.

Jennifer Sarria

The Beacon

Anyway, the setting of the restaurant
was actually nice. It didn't have four
walls because one side was opened up
to the mall; then again, other restau-
rants in the mall are like that as well.
Spanish music played in the back-
ground, and there was a bar where
immediate seating was provided for parties of two.
My party of six was seated in the center of the restaurant at a
round table with red and blue chairs. While looking at our
menus, we were greeted with two baskets of huge tortilla
chips and four small dishes of salsa. Although the Salsa was
hot, we couldn't stop eating the stuff. We kept torturing Our-
selves; we went through four baskets of chips before our
entrees made it to the table. At one point, my friend "S's"
boyfriend, "TV said that we should thank the waitress for the •
chips and leave; we were already feeling the tightening of our
stomachs.

When our entrees finally came out, we couldn't believe the
size of our plates. My boyfriend, Tom, announced that he did-

n't "know where to start." He had ordered El
Matador, a plate filled with "two crispy chicken flauta's, cheese
enchilada, crispy beef taco, and chicken enchilada with sour
cream sauce...$8.99." Among the other entrees were: 1) The
Conquistador— ("known as the conqueror, this dish is truly
the one for variety and textures. A shredded beef brisket
taquito, chicken flauta, Mama's Skinny enchilada, mini BBQ
rib burrito, crispy beef taco and a chicken breast fajitas meat
taco...$9.99"); 2) Enchiladas—("three chicken enchiladas with
sour cream sauce, served with refritos and Mexican

rice...$7.49"); 3) Chicken Burritos—("chicken
and refritos topped with Ranchero sauce
and cheese...$7.99); 4) Fried Chicken
Salad—("fried chicken tenders over fresh
lettuce with diced tomatoes and grated
cheese...$7.49"); and 5) Pepper Cheese Steak
Fajitas—("tender, savory steak marinated
and mesquite grilled—with grilled poblano

pepers, topped with melted Pepper |ack cheese, served with
sauteed onions, a side of can't-miss tomatillo sauce and
refritos...$10.49"). •

At first we all agreed that the food
was really good. Slowly, as the din-
ner came to a closing, one by one, we
started going to the bathroom, com-
plaining we couldn't eat anymore
because either the food was really
spicy or we were just really full. At
one point, I heard my friend "C's"
boyfriend, "K" say that his chicken
flauta tasted like "a doggie treat!" I
stopped eating to leave room for my
favorite part...of course, that would
be the dessert. At this point, my

friend "C" started to feel tired and somewhat sick to her stom-
ach, so she placed her head on "K's" shoulder. Suddenly, I had
an idea. Being that I was the only one who spoke Spanish at
that table, I decided to ask the waitress to bring out a free
birthday dessert for my nauseous friend, the Iron Skillet Pie,
("homemade apple pie baked with a flaky crust and a sprinkle
of cinnamon; served on a piping hot skillet with Mexican
brandy butter sauce and topped with vanilla bean ice
cream...originally $3.99"). I was sure that was going to cheer
her up. For myself, I ordered the Chocolate Volcano ("choco-
late cinnamon cake surrounded by a pool of molten chocolate
butter sauce, then copied with creamy rich vanilla been ice
cream...$4.99").
The funny part of the night was that immediately after I

ordered my dessert and the surprise for my friend, "C", she
stated: "I need to get out of here, I feel lightheaded." Out the
door of the restaurant she went and to the table my jaw
dropped. "I just finished ordering her a fake birthday dessert,
where is she going?" I asked her boyfriend. Five minutes later
a group of waiters and waitresses stood by the kitchen door
waiting to sing "Feliz Cumpleanos" to my friend who had still
not returned. "Donde esta?" they asked me. "She's in the bath-
room, she'll be right back," I said as I motioned to "K" to go
get her. Shortly after, "K" came back to announce that she was
sitting.on a bench with her head between her legs, too sick to
come back into the restaurant. The desserts were then
brought out with the ice cream melting; we all took quick
bites, and fled the restaurant to the aid of our friend. It
pained me to leave my chocolate cake behind practically
untouched.

In addition, we wanted so much to shop around and hit spe-
cific stores like H&M, but unfortunately the food at Don
Pablo's Mexican Kitchen had done us all in for the rest of the
night. We were tired and aching of indigestion. One last stop
at the bathroom and into our cars we went for our 45-minute
drive home. We vowed to come back to the Palisades Center
Mall to shop on a weekend, but promised ourselves to hit
anywhere but Don Pablo's come dinner time. I'll keep you
posted on how that turns out

Ambiance: Moderate. Nothing special really. It has two
floors, is very open and friendly staffed.
Price: Not too shabby.

Directions: Take the Garden State Parkway North (Portions
toll). Garden State Parkway N becomes NY State Thruway
(Portions toll). Take the 1-87 S/I-287 E exit, exit number 14-1,
towards NYC. Keep left at the fork in the ramp. Merge onto
NY State Thruway (Portions toll). Take the exit, exit number
12, towards Rt-303/ West Nyack/Palisades Center Drive.
Keep right at the fork in the ramp. Merge onto North
Palisades Center Drive/Snake Hill Rd. Total time: 45 minutes.

r.Jen Recommends:
•Cutting down on the amount of chips and salsa you
consume before your entrees.
• Eating your food slowly, so as to avoid fullness and
indigestion, and wash down every bite with a drink, (for
those of you who can't take the heat).
•Stop when, you think your stomach is going to explode;
you want to leave room for dessert, silly.1

•If you go there for nothing else, sit at the bar after hav-
ing a meal somewhere else and order the CHOCOLATE
VOLCANO! Trust me, you'll thank me later, chocolate
lovers—it's excellent!

Recipes 4HD Meat loeas, Kiciir 4t Y©UB rincei?tif>s
/ Taco Casserole

This zesty Taco Casserole provides a flavorful
variation on an old favorite.

Families are swapping "home cooking" for
"home page cooking," getting recipes, baking
tips, meal ideas and more from the Internet.
For example, one new Web site,
www.VeryBestMeals.com, offers four helpful
sections-Recipe of the Day, Tonight's Dinner
Ideas, Meal of the Week and Quick and Easy-to
give time-crunched families solutions for meal
planning and preparation. The site was devel-
oped by Nestle USA and features more than
13,000 meal ideas, all clearly organized and
easily accessed.
Recipes are sorted into categories-Family
Favorites, Entertaining, Kid Friendly, Heart
Smart, Leftover Cooking, Vegetarian-that make
it simple to prepare a menu in accordance with
individuals' tastes and dietary needs.
Consumers can also save favorite recipes and
meal ideas in a personalized "recipe box" that

, can be shared with friends and family.
This recipe for Taco Casserole offers both
appealing taste and texture, with zesty season-

ings and a hearty crunch.

Taco Casserole
Makes 4 servings
Preparation Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: 35 minutes

1
1
2
1
1/2
4
2V4
ed
1
1

lb. ground beef
cup chopped onion
cloves garlic, finely chopped
cup water
cup Ortega© Thick & Smooth Taco Sauce
oz. Ortega Diced Green Chiles
oz. sliced ripe olives, drained and divid-

package Ortega Taco Seasoning Mix
package (4.5 oz.) Ortega Taco Shells or

White Corn Taco Shells
2 cups mild cheddar cheese, shredded and
divided
Vi cup chopped tomatoes (optional)
1/8 cup sliced green onions (optional)

PREHEAT oven to 375°F.
COOK beef, onion and garlic until beef is
browned; drain. Stir in water, taco sauce, chiles,
14 cup olives and seasoning mix. Cook over

low heat for 3 to 4 minutes.
LAYER half of broken shells on bottom of
greased 12x8-inch baking dish. Cover with
half of meat sauce; sprinkle with 1 cup
cheese. Repeat with remaining taco shells,
meat sauce and cheese. Bake for 20 to 25
minutes or until bubbly and cheese is
melted. Top with remaining olives, toma-
toes and green onions.

To find out more, visit the Web site at
www.VeryBestMeaIs.com.

Spicy Mexican
Peanut Soup

Cold winter evenings beg for a bowl of
hearty soup. So when you're craving some-
thing warm and satisfying, cook up a batch
of Spicy Mexican Peanut Soup.
Be prepared-this is not your classic peanut
soup. This is soup with attitude! Zesty
green chilies, spicy crushed red pepper
flakes, tangy tomatoes and chunks of chick-
en all harmonize together in a creamy base
with the distinctive, yet subtle flavor of
peanut butter. Rich and comforting, it will
leave you feeling satisfied for hours and
needs only a simple green salad and warm
bread to round out the meal. And when
you make it, why not cook three batches -
one for now, one for the freezer and one to
share?
This delicious recipe is brought to you
courtesy of 25,000 peanut farmers across
America. So go ahead, salute U.S. peanut
farm families by giving one of their
favorites a try. If s sure to become a winner
in your house too!
For a collection of savory and sweet peanut

recipes, send a SASE to: National
Peanut Board, 50 Hurt Plaza, Suite 1220,
Atlanta, GA 30303. You may also request
peanut recipes by e-mail at
peanutboard@aol.com.

SPICY MEXICAN
PEANUTSOUP

1 tablespoon vegetable oil
1 onion, chopped
3 cloves garlic, minced
2 cups chopped cooked chicken
2 cans (141/2 ounces each) peeled, diced
tomatoes with green chilies
1/2 cup creamy or crunchy peanut butter
VA teaspoon salt
14 teaspoon crushed red pepper flakes
1 cup buttermilk
2 tablespoons chopped cilantro or pars-
ley
1/4 cup chopped peanuts

Heat oil in large saucepan over medium
heat. Add onion and garlic; saut£ until
onion is transparent. Add chicken, toma-
toes, peanut butter, salt and red pepper
flakes. Heat, stirring occasionally, until

peanut butter is melted. Blend in butter?
milk and copk until heated through.
Stir in cilantro or parsley. To serve,
ladle soup in bowls and garnish with
cilantro and chopped peanuts.
Yield: 4 servings (11/2 cups per serv-
ing)- '
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'Martin J. Bucella

"No, I didn't actually read the book,
but I did play the video game
loosely based on the book."

"Isn't that cool?! One 'bark' and they
explode like a popcorn kernel!"

Patrick Hardln

"I've reached an age where there's nothing
to look forward to but nostalgia."
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WE REClEVEP A LETTER FROM THE WRlT-

TER ANP CREATOR OF LEX. A PEER OF

HIS HAS COME POWN WITH A RARE

FORM OF CANCER.

HE 16 TRYlNd TO HELP HER BY POING A

FUNPRA16ER TO RAISE SOME MONEY
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WORRY THAT IS ON HER 5HOULPER5.

IT WOULP BE VERY NICE IF YOU COULP

HELP OUT IN 6OME WAY!!

ON THE SlPE 16 ALL THE INFO THAT YOU

WILL NEEPU

-THANK6-

TlM

CARTOON EPITOR

INFORMATION FOR THE LEX FUNDRAISER

• 25 original strips from the 2000-2001
school year will be auctioned off on
Ebay

• The auction will start on Sunday, May
6th and run one week.

• Opening bids for 24 of the strips will be
$40.00

• Also, I am tenatively auctioning off
the very first LEX comic (from the
1998-1990 school year) at an opening
bid of $500.00

• LEX has appeared in over 70 college
papers over the past 3 years

• You'll be able to find the comic strips
listed on www.ebay.com by searching
for "LEX original comic strip"

• If anybody has any questions, they're
welcome to contact me at
lexcartoon@yahoo.com

• All proceeds benefit a friend of mine
who has cancer
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Free Legal Advice is offered by the SGA Attorney,
Gerald Brennan, Esq., on an individual basis
every Wednesday from 2:00 p.m. until 8:00 p.m.
(summer not included).
Contact the SGA office at 720-2157 to contact Mr.
Brennan.

Free Notary Public service is offered by the SGA
in Student Center room 332. Just stop in and see
our office manager, Kalli.

Planned Parenthood Vouchers Students can receive $25 credit voucher
toward sexual health clinics in Pompton Lakes and Paterson. Pick up
vouchers at the Women's Center, Student Center room 214.

Pharmacy Plan With a valid ID you pay $5 of every $15 for prescriptions
bought at DeBlieks Pharmacy, 467 High Mountain Road, North Haledon.

Child Care Center Licensed by the State of New Jersey; provides super-
vised activities for children of students and employees, ages 2 to 6.

Computer Lab in the SGA office, Student Center room 332.

S T U D E N T

GOVERNMENT

ASSOCIATION

William Paterson University of New Jersey

Paid Advertisement
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RATES

$0.50 per word
per week
Students $0.35
per word per
week with ID

How TO PAY

All classified ads
must be paid in
advance, unless
you have an
account with the
paper.

DEADLINES

Classified ads
must be received
by 12:00 p.m.,
Friday before
publication.

SEND ADS TO:
The Beacon
300 Pompton Rd,
SC3I0
Wayne, NJ 07470
Attn: Classifieds
Fax:720-2093

WKL2M
Email:

beacon@student.
wpunj.edu
Checks or money
orders payable to
The Beacon

Child Care Services

Help Wanted
Child Care-Need Mature Person
with own Transportation to help
care for 2 Toddlers. Prefer
Elementary Education Major.
Butler Location, Flexible Hours
and Days call 973-492-5706

Childcare
Seeking babysitter for 15-month-
old. Wednesday's & Saturday's
10AM-3PM some Saturday evenings
also. Must have own
transportation. 973-305-3729

Family Seeking Undergraduate
Student to work with Autistic
6 yr. old. ABA experience a plus.
Competitive Salary Sussex Cty.
resident preferred, please call Tony
at 973-827-9100

Need Summertime Childcare
Helper With own car for Cupsaw
Lake based in Ringwood, NJ.
Activities with one 8 year old boy.
5 ̂ Mornings and 3 or 4 afternoons
per week. $7.50/hr. Full month of
July first half of August. 973-962-
9648

Part-time child care position
Loving, experienced person
needed to help care for my 9
month old and 3.5 year old in
my Montville home
Approximately 15 hrs/wk.
Must have references and own
transportation, call 973-244-0323

After School Child Care Needed
Seeking an energetic, kind patient,
non-smoker, (prefer a driver)
For childcare, homework,
and or errands, Hours are flexible.
Generally 3:30-8:30 M-Th, 2:00-
6:30 F, Please leave a message and
or Fax Resume to 201-287-0792
contact me at 201-314-6194

Babysitter/Nanny Wanted
We need a loving caring
Babysitter/Nanny, Part Time/Full
Time, Live in Live out. To care for
one 3 year oid boy, in Wayne Area
(2rrules from College). Must be
avail. Mon-Fri 3PM-6:30PM. Early
childhood education major or
experience preferred. Non-smoker
and clean driving record a must,
call between 9AM and 2PM, 973-
942-7260 (leave Message)

Employment

Restaurant Help
All Positions, Flexible Hours,
Good Money call the French Hill
Inn at 973-696-9440 for immediate
interview.

Work You Can Enjoy! With Great
Pay! Entertainment co. seeks fun,
outgoing, dependable people to
perform for kids parties. We will
train you!! Working weekends and
having a car is a must. call973-890-
4167

$$ EASY CASH $$
College Students Wanted For Cellular
Phone Sales Make your own hours
Great Commissions!!!! Call Now 1-
800-824-Beep Ask for Pat

Advertising Sales Team Members
Sell ad space in The Beacon and
earn money while working with
COOL people in a FUN atmos-
phere and modern office. Call
Ryan at 973-720-3264. No experi-
ence is necessary, just a positive
attitude, smile and the desire to do
a good job.

Need Money?
Tired Of Begging At Home?
Part Time Cashiers And Cellular Rats
Needed! Learn Beer, Whiskey, and
Wine 101! Flexible Hours! We
understand Midterms, Finals and
important parties! Extra Hours
Available For Holidays and
Summer! Mornings, afternoons,
Nights, Weekends! Please Call Rob
or. Agim ® 973-684-2349

Activist; Start Now!
Work Part-Time now to secure
Full-Time Positions and
Internships for the summer with
the state's largest environmental
group. Summer travel opportuni-
ties. $400-$450 Wk. 2PM-10pm M-F.
973-259-1551

Careers Available
Enthusiastic, creative people to
work with youth 6-18. Life guards,
Computer majors, Arts, Phys. ED.,
Psychology, Sociology all needed
973-279-3055

Fast Money: No Exp. Necessary
Flex hrs. F/T P/T have some
extra time on your hands? Can
you talk on the phone? Come join
us at AMDC call 973-256-8544

Web Programmer/Designer
Part time position available

at small publishing company.
Flexible hours. Must have experi-
ence in e-commerce, building
searchable sites, Java scripts and
other current web technology/appli-
cations. Please E-Mail Resume to:
paperdip@erols.com Fax to: 973-
478-3599.

Gardener
$10/hour. 15 hrs/wk, Flexible.
Just 15 minutes from campus.
Work outdoors, get fit, earn cash
maintaining private property in
Ridgewood. Spring clean-up,
lawn care, gardening. Call now!
201-445-3869

Stock Brokers Trainees
Earn Six Figures or more annually.
Will Train, and Sponsor for the
Series 7 Exam. Part Time/Full
Time Call Dan or Mike @ 201-792-
1360

Restaurant
All positions flexible hours &
Summer employment. Good
money call The French Hill Inn at
973-696-9440 for immediate inter-
view.

Students! College Grads!
Permanent, Temporary to perma-
nent, Temporary, Full Time and
Part Time positions available.
Positions are available in the
areas:
Accounting, Finance, Human
Resources, Marketing,
Information Technology,
Customer Services, Data Entry,
Sales, Administrative,
Receptionist and General Clerical.
Students-Great way to make extra
$$$$$ for summer. Don't Delay;
Call Today For More details!
Baron Personnel 973-944-8880 Fax:
973-984-8430 E-mail:
baronpers@aol.com

The Employment Place
Students, Local PT/FT clerks,
reception, data entry 201-612-9055
or 973-616-8367 work avail, for
summer.

Summer Jobs
Work outdoors, Be a hero to
someone, earn the "real world"
experience employers are look-
ing for, Earn valuable field expe-
rience for your resume at a chil-
dren's day camp. Located on
Bergen/Rockland Cty. border
Mon. to Fri. Camper ages 3 to
12. Work w/a specific age
group. College credits avail.
Call or e-mail Brian for more
info at: 201-444-7144/
RamapoCamp@aol.com.

Students-Office Work
Around your schedule F/T or P/T
Weekly paycheck
Earn spring break money $
201-612-9055/973-616-8367

Exciting Job!!!
Bodies in Motion, A Mobil Fitness
Apparel That Services Health
Clubs In The Tri-State Area, is
Looking for 2 Responsible Girls To
Join Our Retail Sales Team.
Part/Time. Flexible Hours 2 days
per week. Must Be A "People
Person" And Have A Reliable car.
Travel within New Jersey
Required, call Linda at 201-445-
8923

Summer Jobs! Now hiring
painters/crew leaders for Ocean
County, NJ $7-9/hr plus bonus.
Contact Aaron Risden at 1-800-
393-4521

Summer 2001! Day Camp
Counselors: WSI/Lifeguards.
group counselors, instructors
for archery, arts & crafts, canoe-
ing, ceramics, karate, lanyard,
music, newspaper, rollerblade,
soccer, woodworking.
Watchung area (Somerset
County). 908-580-camp or
RVRBNDl@aol.com

Miscellaneous

Get Paid To Party!
Children's Entertainers Wanted-
P/T, Flex Hrs. (weekend days)--
Must Be Playful, Fun-Loving,
Outgoing, and enjoy singing with
Toddlers/Preschoolers. Great Pay
$$$. Will Train. Must Have
Dependable Car. Call 201-488-6711

Female Models Needed
for new online venture. Tasteful
nudity. Please E-mail
mike@whitelabelinc.com for more
information.

Models
Women 18 and older for outdoor
test shoot. Tasteful Nudity. Will
exchange pictures for modeling.
No experience necessary. Call
973-365-4054

For Sale::
1995 Chrysler Sebring; excellent
for commuters; fun to drive, eco-
nomical, good looking. Five-
speed; Cassette, Power steering,
brakes, windows, locks; one
owner black/gray; $6,250; 973-
239-5139

You Never Know how many
friends you have until you rent a
cottage at the beach. Spring Break
& Graduation week Party Houses
and Condos. Walk to the Bars!
MYRTLBEACHTOURS.COM
1-800-714-8687

$20 will be given to pairs of
black/white friends interviewed
for a book on interracial friend-
ships. Contact Dr. Korgen
at 973-720-3563 or email
korgenk@wpunj.edu

Stressed Out By Fears, Phobias,
and University Demands
www.overcominganxieties.com

Fraternities • Sororities • Clubs •
Student Groups Earn $1,000-
$2,000 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. No sales
required. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call today!
Contact campusfundraiser.com at
888-923-3238 or visit www.cam-
pusfundraiser.com
Typing Services
Term papers, thesis papers,
resumes, reports, etc. call
973-283-8662, Cheryl

Music & Entertainment Industry Student
Association

FINAL MEETING of 2000/2001
Tues. May 1st

Hunziker Hall Rm. 129 1230 -1:45
Awards Ceremony & Meet the new

Executives!!! for 2001/2002
Joanne (973) 720-2524

* • • * • * • • • * • * • * •
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* Positions Available
* Immediately for
* Ma4 Scientists.J. *********
* Mad Science of North Central
j£ New Jersey is currently looking

for students co work 1-4- hours
a week teaching science

classes to kids.
Excellent pay-including

training!!

*Love Working with children/
•Have full-time access to 3 car?
•Have an outgoing personality/
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* if you answered yes to these *
questions, cjive us a call at *1. UUWMWijj, y v < - u^> 1 <-t|ii e*v ^

* (973)244-1880 *
• •
• • • • • • • • • • • * • • •

THEBROWNSTONE
We are looking for:

Banquet Servers • Valet Parking • Cocktail
Servers • Kitchen Help • Setup Staff

INQUIRE TODAY

-CLASSIC
351 WEST BROADWAY »• PATERSON NJ 07522-1978 * 201*595-8582 Jii
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Do you love to go to the
movies but hate the high
price?
Then visit your Student
Government and purchase

$4.00 Each!
Contact us at X2739 or stop by the
SGA office in the Student Center
Room 332

Only Together can we make a difference!
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